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Letter From The Desk Of The Other Editor...
No am not starting of with wow what a summer! But ya it was from one of my BEST
summers out of my 9 years. Well, I said “Ya Becker if you want to do it, why not will do it
together”. But… little did I know that a yearbook isn't a few pictures and some writings
to come along. From when you say “yes” and until you give it out to each camper, the
amount of time you have just starts flying faster then you think (if you don't believe me
ask Becker). But in short if your thinking of doing it, start now!
The people you go through for the yearbook work, is EVERY person in camp. And if you
don't know them, well ya, your going to very soon. Its starts from the chef and goes
straight down till Andrie. And it goes to show me what a few pages could make a big impact on a large camp like ours (besides the day camp). Most people will offer you there
advice (which you probably don't want). And then the other half would give in a good
piece of writing or as sold picture, which can pump up the yearbook. So thank you to all
those campers and staff members that made this yearbook better then ever.
Were all the thanks starts is by the head staff: Rabbi Kaufman, Rabbi Karfoil, Rabbi
Wolf, Rabbi Neiman and Avi They really made it easy for me to work on this yearbook.
And then for the only reason why this yearbook happened is because I worked with
Mordy Becker. Wow talented isn't the word. From A-Z it was because of him ( btw I
don't work). But there are still people out there that exist, that they just say “ yes” and its
taken care of, thank you Zvi Greenspan. Then to my division head Reb Elya it goes from
HOCK and all the way till the league papers you do for us. It was great having you on my
side as my division head.
And then to all those consolers that begin with A-Z thank you very much for time and
effort you put in. And if you think I left out your name then I mean you to who gets that
thanks.
Alright I don't think you know or if you care but its 4:53 camp time and I got an hour
left to the dead line so…..
]tv~ eÉáxÇuxÜz
(347)301-3394
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When all goes unnoticed, our maintenance team must be
doing a great job. The people comprised of this special group
that makes camp run like a well oiled machine deserves a special
thank you from all of us in the family,
Shmuli Shechter– for getting us more than just our mail.
Sheya Belsky -for keeping camp running while we sleep.
Shmuli Goldsmidt– rejoining camp just in time
Yisroel Teller– Our Veretsky maintenance liaison.
Boruch Weinreb– For helping with all the small stuff
Nesanal Silverman– keeping everybody in camp happy,

A Gut Gebentched Yur,
Shimon Newmark Asst. Director

From the desk of the Head Counselor
Wow! How quickly a summer went by at camp Agudah, Ruach
Country – a home away from home , a yeshiva away from yeshiva.
Here we felt very comfortable living together with Achdus and Shalom. Here in our Machane Kadosh we lived and practiced it all day.
We truly fulfilled b’chol d’rachecha. As you pack your clothing, pack
in all the wonderful middos tovas and Hanhagos Tovas that that you
practiced here. Be proud that you are Ruach Country boy. Let people
recognize a true camp Agudah boy. Wishing you all a k’siva vachasima tova.
Bracha v’hatzlacha until next year in Yerushalayim!
Your head counselor,
Rabbi Kaufman

From the desk of the Learning Directors. . .
Wow, how the summer flew by! Just a few weeks ago we all arrived in Camp Agudah, Davening
for Siyata Dishmaya to have a successful summer. Boruch Hashem our Teffilos were answered, as
we saw great progress in the learning in Ruach Country. The Hasmadah was incredible. The
Simcha on the faces of all of our Rebbeim, as well as the Talmidim was clear for all to see. We
delved into the Sugyos of Masechtas Succah. We learned Halacha, Chumash & Navi.
This year we had a new & very special addition to Ruach Country . . . the Day Camp. Each and
every camper is truly a Tachshit (as many Mommy’s & Totty’s confirmed!) The added Ruach was
fantastic, & we enjoyed you boys greatly.
The grand finale was of course…the “Grand Bechina”. The massive Kiddush Hashem that took
place in Ruach Country will be remembered for years to come. Boys of all ages were to be found in
the Beis Medrash at all hours of the day (& night) to learn the Halachos of Yorah Deah! We would
like to thank the greatest campers in the world for making this an amazing summer.
We are privileged to have such a dedicated team of Rebbeim, who give such great Shiurim Rabbis
Kaufman & Karfiol for all of your help, and input is really appreciated. Mrs Lankry & Rabbi
Schwebel assisted us in many ways. The maintenance-staff under the leadership of R’ Shimon
Newmark was so helpful. We thank R’ Meir Frischman for enabling the learning to thrive in Camp
Agudah. Finally we thank Hakadosh Baruch Hu, for the great Siyata Dishmaya, and we Daven for
it to continue B”H.
Wishing you all Kesiva Vechasima Tova!
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Wow! I can’t believe the summer is almost over, there are
so many memories I have with all you campers of the day
camp (and of course I am talking about the “Staff” day
camp). Both this summer and last summer.
Bunk Aleph minus, it was a whole year since I was your
counselor for Boneinu (this was after my 1 day waiter job)
you guys were awesome last year! Although this summer I
wasn’t your counselor, I was still able to be next to you
guys in the dining room. You guys were my 1st ever
“talmidim”. Keep up the great work.
For bunks Aleph Aleph, and Aleph plus, you guys were the
key for having a fun summer. My most favorite memory
with you guys was that day that we were supposed to play
shuffleboard, and decided to go on a hike instead. And on
that hike, we discovered those deer bones (that was the last hike we went on instead of shuffleboard). I wish I could write down more memories I had with you
guys, but I have to give this article in, in about 30 seconds.
Bekitzur, you guys rock!! And you never know but IY”H, you guys might be campers
again soon.
Of course, a special and personal thank you to all the counselors, and especially my
co-counselors! I couldn’t have done anything without you! Whenever I needed help
or anything, you guys were there. Thanx!
Acharon Acharon Choviv, I want to thank my Rebbeim, Rabbi Karfiol and Rabbi Kaufman for allowing me to be with such great campers, and such Chusheveh counselors
and Co-Counselors. (Also for giving me the title “head counselor for staff day camp”
otherwise, this article wouldn’t exist.) As did all the campers and counselors.
Ah groiser Yasher Koach!!
Binyomin,

Bunk Aleph
Minus

If there was a fire in the bunk house. .

CC Golding Dovid
CC Palley Menachem
CC Spiegel Shimon

would grab a grab a Gemorah & run.
would grab his shaver and run.
would grab his steak & burgers & roll on out.

Basch Chaim Yehoshua
Dabbah Yosef
Friedman Aaron
Goldstein Yosef Dov
Goodman Menachem
Levitansky Mordechai
Mitnick Dovid
Neiman Moshe Yehuda
Ottensoser Ephraim
Schwebel Yosef
Teitz Elchonon
Yaroslawitz Shomo Dov

would grab his Frisbees & go.
would be awesome.
would go back to his bungalow.
would run straight to the Masmidim Beis Medrash.
would run to the main building.
would run all the way back to Bnoseinu.
would simply put out the fire.
would save his Yankees-cap above all else.
would run back to Munk, but remember his bag.
would save all pickles & hot-peppers.
would eat chicken soup.
would complain to Meir Frischman.

Bunk Aleph
Plus

When Bunk Aleph Plus invades Poland . . .
CC Presser Binyomin
CC Friedman Kalman

will still be carrying his BIG umbrella
Will be trying to make up his fifty minutes for rabbi wolf

Braunstein Simcha
Feder Chaim
Goodman Dovid Tzvi
Gross Moshe
Kaufman Mordechai
Newmark Yaakov
Orlander Ozer Chaim
Viener Aryeh
Zoberman Avrohom Yitzchok

Wont care if he loses
will be asking his counselors for 50 cents…………10….…..5
will be eating a tradition soup
the teams won’t be fair
will be asking what’s for night activity
who’s that?
will be invading Poland
will be dragging his counselors by the shirt
will be asking his counselors if he can borrow their phones
to play games

Bunk Aleph Aleph will get a place to play sports when. . .

CC Katz, Simcha Zelig
CC Silberberg, Yehudah
CC Sontag, Yoel
Basch, Mordechai
Braunstein, Yehuda
Dabbah, Rachamim
Elbaz, Aharon
Halbertal, Chaim
Jurkowitz, Aryeh
Lax , Moshe Aharon
Pearl, Moshe
Schwebel , Elazar Menachem
Presser, Binyomin
Majeski, Rabbi
Brecher, Yehuda Aryeh
Leiber, Dovid

Stops sleeping on the grass.
Shows up.
Gets a Chavrusah for 4th activity.
Doesn’t run away from activities.
Stops stealing his counselor’s cap!
Stops working in the canteen.
Says something about Torah Shows.
Gets his trophy for first half.
Stops making fun of his name
Gets flipped by Simcha again.
Gets his Yarmulka from Reuven.
Stops jumping on Simcha!
Retires from his Head Counselor job! (Thanks for your help!)
Finally gets his name spelled right! (Sorry for jumping ship.)
Gets put into every bunk article.
Is a proven Prophet.

Bunk Aleph
Aleph

Dear Camp Agudah,
I’m sitting in my bed in Bunk ‘ג. I know that it’s late at night and in just a few hours I’ll be leaving
you – my home away from home. I feel I have to release my emotions somehow. I wonder if anyone will ever find this note that I plan to leave on my bed.
Summer 2011 was off to a knock,
The bunks in junior division just started to rock.
Going to sleep away camp for the 1st time was a worry,
But things turned out amazing here in Ruach Country.
With my counselors help, I unpacked my duffel bag and trunk,
And then I was off on a tour with my friends and bunk.
At first I thought I was brought to a farm,
When I was told, “this is the Ranch, and that’s the Barn.”
We heard the announcement to go to the Shul, and hear from Rabbi K,
That Ruach filled B’ruchim Haboim made me feel I was here to stay.
The first day started with junior Fartoogs, Davening, and a great breakfast,
Thanx Mrs. Lankry and Rabbi Schwebel for food so plentiful and delicious,
My learning Group Rebbe was so Geshmak and super,
He even awarded boys with a very unique “ice shower!”
I couldn’t wait for activities so I could play different sports,
Because I noticed how the camp has so many excellent courts.
We had our very own competitive “junior League” –b it was really fun.
Especially with that huge poster with the stats of who lost and won.
When it comes to basketball – the Agudah team deserves all the fame,
They had a phenomenal season, only losing one game.
I enjoyed the other activities, like game room, computers, and “Crafty”,
I had a busy mountain biking with Rimmer and Whisky
The night activities were sometimes crazy,
After all, they are led by our very own… Mosey.
There were so many special events just to keep us happy,
Not 1, but 2, concerts with Gabay and Pruzansky.
The plays, musical & cantata were so entertaining
I’m sure the new choir song I won’t stop singing
It feels like yesterday that we were off on our trip with those coach busses,
But I’ll never forget all of the amazing 1st and 2nd half trips,
We even had our very own late night hunt in Shoprite,
Where the winning bunk was awarded and we we’re all treated to a bite.
To make sure we are always having a blast, was our division head Reb Elya,
Although I must admit, he’s more than slightly “Meshugeh”
To describe Shabbos and Z’miros, just wouldn’t be fair,
You really have to be there to feel the Ruach in the air.
We sat by the Shabbos table singing with our Neshamos soaring higher,
And then we continued on to an uplifting Motzai Shabbos campfire.
Even at the pool where I complained I can’t swim
R pearl offered free swimming lessons and solved my problem
During first half I felt the achdus & psyche during oar
And then during second half I got another dosage with color war
After a full day of activities we enjoyed our bbq
The head staff truly made this a packed summer through and through
I learned so many lessons in how to live as a ben torah
I’m sure this year I'll be a better boy in my yeshiva
Seeing the actual grand sing for the first time brought tears to my eyes
This was a summer I felt I just can’t give the goodbyes
Although next year iy”h ill be in a different division in Ruach country
I’ll definitely tell my younger brother and his friends – junior division is the place to be
Goodbye camp Agudah Thanx a million for all that you’ve done
Wherever I’ll go I’ll shout…
Ruach Country is #1!!!

Rand and Wein were not JC’s because…
CC Wein Mordechai
CC Rand Yaakov
Feifer Chaim Mordechai
Friedman Moshe
Goodman Moshe
Greenberger Benzion
Grossman Shlomo
Orlander Dovid
Ruzohorsky Mayer Simcha
Schiff Moshe Nechemia
Schorr Yair
Wolf Avigdor
Zoberman Aharon Tzvi

would be way too geshmack
was in Silverlake first half (Not joking)
would not go to sleep
would have drilled/screwed/nailed/banged/hammered the bunk
would be best in bunk
would be taking care of his raffle tickets past light out
would be swimming too much
would eat chicken soup
would eat chicken soup
would have caused a ruckus
would keep everyone up at night
would have slept in the colonial any way
would not play against Bunk Bais if he knew he would lose out

Reuven Pearl
Shimshi
Aryeh
Duvi
Herby
Zoberman
Shmuli Frankel

thanks for all the costumes
thanks a million for all the advice on certain issues that arose
thanks for all the comedy skits/ sanzers night mares at night
for the bbq and the black slide (camelbeach)
needed the zechus of Yakov Rand sleeping in his bunk
wouldn’t play against Bunk Bais if he knew he would lose
needed someone to talk with during games

Bunk
Aleph

Bunk Bais
___________was in the Cantata Choir because. . .
CC Rosenberg Yaakov wasn’t, so he could be busy w/yearbook, & take a 3 day off day which counts as 1 day.
J.C Frankel Shmuli
wasn’t, so Shimon could build him shelves, & make sure the Grandparents know
he’s on top of the situation. You were the most chilled JC, & always updated with the latest
hock.
Cywiak Yehudah Aryeh wasn’t, so he could learn Mishnayos, a shine his flashlight by night.
Frischman Mordechai so he could have what to practice all day.
Frischman Elozor
See Mordechai.
Ghoori Shlomo
to try reaching his brothers level.
Gluck Alexander
to make sure he’s singing with his brother.
Jacobowitz Michoel
to show that Israeli’s can sing.
Lankry Shlomo
wasn’t, to make sure that his Grandmother doesn’t burn the lunch.
Lowenthal Yaakov
wasn’t, so he could be with his brother’s bunk.
Miles Eliyahu
not in choir for the pizza, only because it was “fun”, & to play DS.
Nusbaum Yehuda
so he could help the Frischman’s practice all day, & stay out of bed.
Ribner Yechiel
wasn’t, so he could go fishing with his “Pirchei” cap.
Shain Ezriel
so he could Daven Maariv after the play, & asks “what we’re doing now”?
RandSternPearlGoldbergerAron schilitChaim fogel-

wasn’t, beacause he was busy being jc/dcc
wasn’t, because he was busy being friend with all chasdim, and busy making himself a big guy in camp
wasn’t, because he was busy talking to his last years jc, and learning murrrish from bava kama
(mr. bike)- was too busy being consular/ jc giving out gum, and paying for fartugs
wow this summer rocked like you always say it’s all about the consular’s, kit, I be back to visit at ytv
hay Clifton doesn’t leave fully, that motivation you got is nuts, color war rocked, and the summer was
just out of hand!

The reason how we finally know why Ari switched his cubicle with Eliyahu because
CC Lankry Eliyahu
CC Schacter Ari
Battino Binyamin
Braun Binyamin
Ely Avrohom Yaakov
Feder Menachem
Feifer Yehuda Leib
Friedman Avraham
Groveman Moshe Aryeh
Herskowitz Avi
Joselit Tzvi Yehuda
Kaufman Shaul Chaim
Krasnow Moishe
Nathan Akiva
Scheiner Ezriel
Schoenbrun Boruch
Stefansky Yehuda Leib
Turkel Chaim Tzvi
Tyberg Zevi

Wait…. what do you mean Ari switched his cubicle with me!!
(But seriously…it’s because Eliyahu finally stopped getting extra desserts for everyone.)
Finally realized why I need a cubicle, if every night I fall asleep on the porch in my
jogging clothes!
Finally found out where Eliyahu hides the food.
Finally realized that there’s no need to use the “Megaphone Voice” when talking to
someone.
Stopped asking if he could get a davening card
Finally invited the bunk over for a sleepover at R’ Kaufman’s bungalow
Finally found a spot to park his bike.
Finally realized that there’s more to life than “500 miles”
Finally realized what “laundry day” meant
Was eating chicken soup
‘s lamp finally went out, stopped serving ice cream and freeze pops to the camp
Finally realized traveling in a car is way cooler than in a plane
Finally realized that his brothers don’t know everything….. ”lightshow!!”
Was best in bunk (I am!?)….. stopped eating peanut butter pies!!!
America runs on…. Books, hockey, and books again!!!
Stops mentioning Ari Feinstein and the Venezuelan
Finally invented speakers that can be blasted over the whole camp
Finally realized that hockey CAN be played on two feet (not only on a unicycle)
Finally realized that camp is only for two months and there is no need to move in
everything he owns (and beat Avi on the DS)

Bunk
Gimmel

Bunk Daled

If __________ Drank Red bull. . .
Ungar Yisroel C
Stern Aryeh JC
Botknecht Feivie
Fireworker Shia
Gutman Binyamin
Katzenstein Yitzchok
Klerer Ari
Kornbluth Dovi
Neuman Mendle
Oratz Chaim
Perlow Chaim
Pesach Ari
Rubinfeld M.S.
Sanzer Motti
Schwartz S.N.
Weinberger Yitzchok
Weinstein Yaakov
Pollack Shlomo
Shachter Ari
Lankry Eliyahu

will shrink, won’t be sleeping, will get engaged, win leagues, and give Shapiro what
ever he wants
(he already does) will Chassidish & Yeshivish, will tell more stories, will shake, and
will dress up like an old man
will Daven better than anyone else
huh? Doesn’t that have alcohol in it?
will catch more frogs than Weinberger
will get into trouble
would give some to Chesky Berman
will be in all 4 quarters every single game
would have even cooler sunglasses
would play every sport (not just punch ball)
would stay with the bunk and come on time to Shacharis
will spray even more deodorant
wouldn’t complain about Tefillah cards
would know everything (and not be too hot)
will do a million pushups
would stay by the table with his frogs
will wear 2 wristbands
will get a job for both halves, and say one moment please
will wear white shirts, sing Ah gutta voch, and leave Chofetz Chaim
will get food for our bunk also

There were NO hot peppers, pickles or hot sauce at Bunk Hay’s table because…

Unger Yehuda
Zucker Aaron Yaakov

didn’t have Shmuli Frankel as his JC to pay for all of it and only remem
bered to take a day off once.
was busy doing chevra maver sedra in the shul and doing more work
than Reuven and never missed a line up.
thinks he’s not a Chaim Berliner and knows how to speak Yiddish fluently.
is the only Lakewood guy in the bunk.
is never in camp for Shabbos
had a rock smash his window by…..? and has the biggest peyus in camp
already went to sleep and is the star center in volleyball.
was scared of Rabbi Schilit and was counting how much mail he got over the
summer.
was making his bed and busy catching frogs all day.
was scared off by one of the Chasidim and was ‘AVI”ously having a catch with
Aron Yaakov
‘s bed got soaked every time it rained and never knew he was so good a volley
ball and punch ball.
was learning mishnayos and didn’t get enough davening cards and got dunked a
million time by Reuven in camelbeach
stays up all night and makes a great combination of every food by meals.
will be a star shortstop on the Mets and was having a catch with Avi.

Alexander Herbstman

oops there was hot sauce and soda etc.

C Pearl Reuven
JC Lowenthal Duvie
Feigenbaum Boruch
Fingerer Meyer
Grossman Yoel
Gut Yisroel
Halberstam Chesky
Katz Yossi
Manela Elimelech
Ochs Avi
Schron Yosef Chaim
Smulowitz Zevi

Bunk Hay

From the desk of the 6th Grade Division Head
Wow! Unbelievable! Awesome! Camp is amazing! I am having a blast! . .
. Yes, B”H another successful summer has gone rather quickly, and these
are the words that I have heard countless times throughout the summer
from you, our dear campers, and your parents. The hard work, sleepless
nights, and many months of planning and scheduling were well worth
it, as we have once again proved why Camp Agudah is befittingly
referred to as Ruach Country. From our great trips to Zoom Flume,
Skate Time 209, Bowling, Shop Rite for our amazing scavenger hunt,
and of course Camel Beach water park with brand new coach busses, to
the many great special activities, bonfires, basketball games, concerts,
PayDay, OAR & Color War, there was never a day where the dining
room wasn’t rocking.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our devoted Head Counselors & Mechanchim, Rabbi
Kaufman & Rabbi Karfoil, who continues to show a genuine concern for each individual camper. Rabbi
Kaufman has instilled and inculcated in many thousands of campers, myself included, not only the
importance of learning Torah, but most importantly, the way to LIVE Torah 24/7. May the רבש״עgive
him the koach to continue to inspire the future generations of Camp Agudah .עמו״ש
Additionally, special thanks to the wonderful 6th grade counselors, & junior counselors. You have
worked so hard with each and every camper, and have given them a summer they will never forget.
On a personal note, words alone cannot express the extreme הכרת הטובthat I have to the many people
who are always working “behind the scenes” and don’t get enough recognition. Mrs. Lankry, Rabbi
Schwebel and the entire waiter crew, Shimon Newmark, Eli Serebrowski, Shia Belsky, Shmully
Schachter, Mrs. Rand and Mrs. Nockenofsky – THANK YOU!! J
Lastly, I was fortunate to work together with such a wonderful head staff of bnei torah. Thank you
Heshy, Abie, Elya, Mosey and Shimshy. It is because of our fantastic team, that we have reached our
level of success.
Looking forward to seeing ALL of you dear campers next year in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim.
Kesiva Vechisima Tova!
Avi

If Bunk Vov had 2 cubicles…
CC Whitman Shamai –
CC Gurwitz Avrohom Natan – Would maintain his game face anyway, would continue
to build a bayis ne’emman b’yisroel, turkey, more turkey, Will go to sleep after
Shamai (It happened once and u weren’t even in the cubicle yet J) and go to Shaar
Hatorah!!!
Cohen Tzviki – Would constantly end up in both of them still go for Washington, wear
the #8 - even though he doesn’t deserve it… Can I have a Gatorade? Rock the solos by
the cantata (seriously it was awesome) Get a haircut (No seriously, GET ONE!), zucchini, Would continue to participate in the unnamed “Friday night seudah activity”
Can I have a Gatorade? Fall asleep getting undressed… Can I have 2 Gatorades?
Wake up 30 seconds before lineup, actually get in trouble, and get a cell phone
Fine Avi – Would play baseball all day, have his favorite rebbe Rabbi Pearl again and
continue to have awesome solos in both showings of the cantata (Btw u rly were
awesome!)
Goldschmidt Zevi - Would officially become JC, play with bugs, bring entire turkeys
(thanx J), eat butternut squash, go mountain biking every day and still have Rupp as a
league captain
Groveman Uri Yosef – Would stop pretending he lives on top of his bed and in his
cubbies and officially set up camp under his bed, win an academy award for acting as
long as he could stop cracking up at the end, adopt a pony and build a gym in the bunkhouse
Gruen Ezzi – Would continue to be official camp videographer, pitch low strikes, BA- DA-DA-BA-DA-DA-DA-BA-DA-DA, have an inflatable whale as a best friend, very carefully and methodically get into pajamas making sure to take it very slow, make people laugh by
davening, eat cherries, Tickelish, will be hot in the shul, DEAL OR NO DEAL, get his own D&G glasses, try to put cufflink into a shirt
with buttons and will for once offer Shamai a seat (Kidding,thanx for all the times u did J) DEAL OR NO DEAL J, and when I'm writing
this I still don’t know if you will do it but I have confidence!
Katlowitz Nissim Avrohom – Would finish the entire seder teharos in one shabbos, become the official chazzan for pesukai dezimrah
and construct a chocolate-making machine in both cubicles
Kramer Efraim – Would wake up at 3 in the morning, go to the lower east side and bring an entire truck of cel-ray soda to camp and
stand up for zemiros
Lax Avrohom Yochanan – Would become a full time camper, sing zemiros and draw a self-portrait
Levinger Hillel – Would sit upside-down by davening, stay in Yeshiva Ketana, try to sound sadder and more convincing when asking
for things (eg. Kokosh, chocolate etc.), create longer and more complicated handshakes and get his own cufflinks J
Lieberman Elchonon – Would still love zzzzzzzz more than anything else in the world and therefore wait til the last possible time to
get up, and operate a soda delivery service (thanx J)
Neiman Dovid - Would continue to participate in the unnamed “Friday night seudah activity”and eat all of camps’s cholent
Pruzansky Avi – CROUTONS!!! Would be wearing “pajama shorts” and would extend rest period, CROUTONS!!!!!
Schron Avromy – Wouldl be announcing and doing the wrap-up for yankee games, wear Abercrombie and 8%#@?, still “enjoy” Avromy Schron” chants and continue to wear every piece of clothing Shamai owns (Just kidding, anytime J)
Steinberg Yisroel Meir – Would still own Shamai’s red cap and become chief assistant of all props and music in camp
Viener Yehuda – Would TALK LOUDER at night (and during the day sometimes too J), fenigrique and continue to spend shabbosim
and hang out with his “shabbos friends”
Weingarten Ari – New!!! (Right), York!!! (Left), Boys!!! (Right), Choir!!!!!(Left), and would be with Nissan
Weiss Fischel – JUST DO IT!!! (Cue to start dancing obsessively after lights out), Would have a beeper, drive everyone in a BMW limo
and would still be texting assorted family members and Chezky
Wiederman Yossi – Would still strongly believe in “Hyper Friday Night” including participating in the unnamed “Friday night seudah
activity” and would not only forget to tell people that it is his birthday, he would forget his own birthday
Aryeh Wielgus – Would still stay in Shamai’s age group to make up for “Bunk Lamed”, collect “thousands of dollars” from Shamai,
actually die after being choked in two cantatas, take advantage of younger campers’… belongings, take the plunge into the pool at
the wedding and give one cubicle to each of Shamai’s parents to keep them “in place”
Aryeh Brecher – Would turn into a bowl of Fiber One, become president of Cong. Main Shul, tell the truth, tell Shamai in advance
that hes stayin 2nd half and will still be randomly walking from Far Rockaway to Brooklyn
during seder
Ari Krasnow – DARCHEY! Would hit a “hot-shot”, sing Habeit, Tekah and Maaminim with
Mr. Impossible (If u read this I love u, im making fun of the guy who said it J - the guy who
said it, ur ok) and both cubicles would be full of Residue
Yisroel Mordechai Schonebrun – Would start matching his caps shirts and sneakers too
after his 18th consecutive half with the same JC, become Co-counselors with Aharanoff
and give more concerts at Skaters World
Eliyahu Lankry – Would take a Pepsi shower, find Dustard, still walk into the kitchen and
take things (Thanx J) and will throw larger objects at random people’s SUV’s
Yehudah Goldstien – Would still be SO!!! stupid, match Hollister shirts, confuse donkeys
with camels, will still rock teitsh words (seriously, Very impressive!!!) and will smoke in
Shaar Hatorah

Bunk Vov

Bunk Zayin
“I can’t go to sleep because. . ."
CC M Rupp
JC Avi Hoch
Abraham, Chezky
Chechakov, Yitzchok
Eckstein, Yekusiel
Einhorn, Yehudah Aryeh
Fetman, Nisan
Gluck Simcha
Greenberg, Tzvi Eli
Greisman, Kovi
Harris, Yaakov
Hess, Menachem
Illes, Avrohom Yitzchok
Karman, Yehoshua
Lehman, Menachem
Mitnick, Yakov
Stern, Yechiel Zvi
Teitelbaum, Avrohom Yitzchok
Teitelbaum, Elazar
Ely
M Becker
9th grade cc Borch
Chaim Kapowitz
R Tepper
Avi Schilit
P Diamond
S Kransow
S Tepper
Muki
JC Nati
Aron Wolf

I was hanging up Loshan Hora signs.
my bunk didn’t let me.
I was using my JC’s phone.
I have to go to the canteen.
I was updating YWN, BP Scoop, Flatbush Scoop, etc.
I was asking Avi to make coffee.
I was talking to Weingarten.
There is a electrical fire!
I was winning BAG.
I have to sweep the bunk. (All jokes aside, Thank You!)
I was moving beds.
I have to switch beds.
I was chilling out.
I have to chill with my cousin.
‘cause I don’t want to.
my foot’s broken (again).
I have to get kokash nefashas.
I have to get binoculars.
I will.
I was grilling 754 wings in Montana.
I was giving rides for Hoff’s dorm.
I was at an interview in Kochavim .
I was helping Avi clean up a flower pot.
I am rotating Bunk Zayin.
I was tipping Yankee Tours.
I was ripping around Regency trying not to
hit anyone (both types by the way I hope).
I was TRYING to cut chicken.
I was taking Avi to ShopRite (Thank U).
I was sleeping.
I was on a date.
I was saving the kids in bunk Zayin’s lives.

If Aryeh would tell Yumi that he was going to Florida and
Yumi would tell that his bro. had a PSP then…
CC Wielgus Aryeh
JC Gruen Yumi
Benarroch Meir
Bobker Chesky
Ely Shalomwill
Frischman Yitzchok
Gelbard Mordy
Goldberg Yosef Meir
Jacobs Meyer
Keilson Yosef
Knobel Yitzchok Tzvi
Krasnow Yehoshua
Neuwirth Yehuda
Salzberg Gershon
Sussman Kalman
Stern Chaim
Vogel Zevi

will have told Aryeh that he was going to Florida
would have told Yumi about the (while he was burned out)
censored
will still be eating chicken soup
win color war
will get the whole bunk ices
will kiss reveille
will “beat” the ? on top of him
would not be 20 minutes late
would do the ropes course backwards
will win color war
will realize he’s not the counselor, calmly!
Who?
would DO Camp next year
will pitch a no-hitter as the Counselor of the bunk
will still be the only one who listens
will win color war

Bunk Ches

Bunk Tes
If Yehuda would stay in Chofetz Chaim of
Flatbush and Mordy would stay in Clifton…
CC Gold Yehuda

JC Becker Mordechai

Ackerman Menachem
Bodner Avrohom Daniel
David Eli
Freund Yaakov
Gluck Yoni
Jurkowitz Pinchos
Kay Zevi
Muchnik Shmuli
Nordlicht Zev
Salzberg Dovi

Would still be the Mexicans fan favorite and have a family reunion at every
basketball game (Mr. and Mrs. Yehudah Gold!!??!!) & he’s going out of his
W.I.T.S!!
will still be lending me his phone charger, will finally be getting his own bed and
will still be the greatest JC in Ruach Country!! (looking forward to seeing your
aunt and uncle in Milwaukee)
would still be dancing while mud sliding with his Smirnoff (I’m not scared of your
machete)
would actually sleep in the closet without a railing, and would still be asking me
to play catch.
would still be Whiskeys favorite, and would still be hooking up his counselor and
JC with turkey.
will still be asking for our phones.
will still be taking care of his brother, and will be the best photographer in camp,
will still realize he’s in the best bunk in camp and not switch out.
will own his own Carlos and Gabby’s and hook up guys with meat.
will still be brushing his hair and being awesome.
will still be playing with “his” device ( good luck with your laining)
will still be rolling around camp and will be sliding and dining around camp.

Bunk Yud is so intense because. . .
CC Reichman Shmuel Aryeh
JC Richter Yitzchok
Baranker Ari
Cohen Elchanan Baruch
Feigenbaum Dov
Feigenbaum Chaim
Fruchthandler Eliyahu
Gelb Asher
Herzberg Shlomo
Kerstein Yosef
Kroizer Elchanan
Linkov Binyamin
Moskowitz Ozzie
Roth Eliezer
Schneck Ephraim
Schreiber Avromi
Schuster Yehuda Aryeh
Teicher Yitzchok
Wolman Dovi

was very intense
is vc3, and J-E-T-S Jets, Jets, Jets
shaved Rick while he was sleeping, got a black eye, and was called Aunt
Genelda Baranker
will one day be a radiologist, has a south African accent and is best
friend with Yonah Emanual.
Brett Gardner and is a big fan of celery soda.
Zanvil hurt his ankle, went to montreal, was called sweetie and wishes
to someday be in Chaim Fogels bunk. (Go Jets)!!!
comes from a rebbishe family, is a big hocker and has his cool Tommy
Hilfiger shoes.
Berochos, Peyah, Cesubos, Kiddushin, Shkalim, Makkos, DALED Chelkei
Shulchan Aruch
had a happy birthday and wanted Rick’s phone the whole day.
is 12 going on 40, is a star pitcher and will one day be a cardiologist.
composed MIMIMI
is eating chicken soup
was Avraham Moshe’s favorite canteen worker and smiled the whole day.
is best friends with Lebron James, get a ton of packages and poundes of food
“is the loudest person in the bunk” and almost fainted by the ropes course.
wears his orange chush gatif yarmulke and benches until Al Yechasreinu.
Has a million siblings and got a Million davening cards
“lost his bathing suit, loves to read and
BTW who won the 1997 AL CY young?
my brother-in-law is 23, he’s a jets fan,
you should meet him someday

Bunk Yud

Bunk
Yud Aleph
CC Schilit Aaron
CC Fogel Chaim
Bloom Avrohom
Eichorn Tuvi
Grunfeld Menachem
Herbstman Tevel
Nussbaum Yitzi
Okolica Yechezkel
Orlansky Yossie
Pinter Yossi
Rosenberg Avrami
Schorr Shragi
Schuster Shimon
Shipper Yekusiel Yosef
Silberberg Dov
Tepfer Dovi
Wakszul Dovy
Zeilingold Yechiel

Real Men Of Genius
Today We Salute You:

Mr. Stop working already!! Too much Monsey attitude, if I hear Just Do It one more time… totally
speechless!!!!
Mr. UUMM BOYS!! “You’re so addicted to the PSP,” but in the end nothing makes a difference
besides..OOOHHHH J-E-T-S JETS, JETS, JETS!!!
Mr. Basketball all you do is hit 3 pointers, put down the DS, get outta bed Avrohom!!
Mr. Where are all my clothes, take off that chusch Atlanta cap, yo psst yo Eichorn here’s some cold cuts
make sure to give to Herbstman, Get off the Basketball court!!!
Mr. Freckle Face, Where’s that Monsey attitude, dominating the bowling alley, Why is the bunk so
clean?? Oh, Menachem swept it Thanx!!!
Mr. Tevel Nochum Herby, are you related to Herby?? DUH!!! Can I borrow your phone, but it’s not right
were always playing volleyball, why is Alexander our rotater!!!
Mr. Not taking a shower tonight I’ll do one tomorrow morningJ, Rabbi Nussbaum with the shtender,
country yossi all the way isn’t that right Yitz?
Mr. Hey I got another package/letter/email today,do you remember M.D. Ginsberg and Asher Levi??
Where’s my axe, GET UP YECHEZKELJ!!!!
Mr Oops I’m on the wrong bus, Shloime Taussig’s star soloist, Shabbos vender, wait! Avi Schilit is look
ing for youJ!!
Mr. Heeey Yossi, Washington Heights Harry, Gold is looking at you, I got my face painted OOHH my
gosh that’s so MESSED UP!! Messed Up Yo!!!
Mr. “it’s so stupid” and this is so chush minus, my brother is sick at baseball, stop limping oh right you
have flat feet, but it’s all good because the mets won tonight WHATEVER!!!
Mr. Could you please get me plain noodles, STOP BEING SO POLITE, ‘And’,
Mr. Where’s my davening card, stop trash talking bro, but you know all the basketball team politics
no??:) I’m not Interested in the Yankees Shimon, Eichorn’s brother maybe WHAT?
Mr. CUTY, stop smiling already you got enough tefilah cards, “OH Come On”, if we hear one more word
about the Yankees…
Mr. “Say the story tonight it’s not fair you never say it”, Best in Bunk all the way Dovi because That’s
The Way We Like It AHA AHA!!!
Mr. HOOKED UP, Awwwron & Chanie, Lawww Chocolat, put that tongue hanging out back in your
mouth, Stoner put down the guitar already,
Mr. Florida boy, always with the bunk (right), what’s up with those reflexes??? please massage my back
Dovy, tell your mom we got a new shower houseJ!!!
Mr. Only at my house I score, these baskets aren’t good I dont want any excuses, no more money for
you, don’t tell anyone that I brought an _______ to camp, now go put on some socks:)

What An amazing Summer we had Boruch Hashem!
With the greatest counselors and the most incredible
campers in the world, everything that we did was so
exciting and fun! From the awesome trips: Niagara,
Zoom Flume, Roller Skating, Ice Skating, to the uplifting
Shabbosim and inspiring Bon-fires. From the competitive leagues, & action packed special activities, to the
Geshmake learning Rebbeim, & educational plays,
learning programs (S.A.L.T.), Grand Bechina, Cocoa
Club).
Let me tell you guys about the true highlight, of
Camp Agudah this Summer. It happened when each and every one of you discovered your individual, unique greatness, and talents that each of you possess. The fun and exciting atmosphere in camp are all a result of you being
yourself, your true self.
Take what you found within yourself, & let it invigorate your whole year,
and continue to be your beautiful self, as you grow in Torah & Yiras
Shomayim!

Love,

Abie

Bunk Yud
Bais

If Watermelon wasn’t Green & Pineapple wasn’t Yellow. .
CC Brecher Aryeh
JC Diamond Pesach
Augenbaum Aharon Yaakov
Eckstein Ezzy
Gutman Yechiel
Kaplan Chaim Dovid
Nathan Yehuda Shmuel
Obermeister Mordechai
Ruzohorsky Aaron
Salel Moshe
Schron Yitzchok Aryeh
Shain Menachem
Stern Moshe Dovid
Tepper Zevi
Turk Shlomo Zalman
Yaakov Abramczyk
Ari Krasnow, Chanoch Glicher
Yehuda Gold
Nati Gurwitz
Chaim Fogel

would be really skinny, and delete the picture on his phone.
Happy Birthday! all your off-days work out, & you’d be a bad JC.
Augie would come on time to Shachris, & stop smiling.
would stop reading his book before two-o-clock every Motzei Shabbos.
wait, is he in our bunk, I never saw him there.
would stop throwing his garbage on the floor
would actually stop playing frizbee, & off-the-steps every day.
will love the Head Staff & be messy J
would be a real-camper and sleep in the bunk.
would finally get a new window.
“Tzchuky” or “Daffy Duck” wouldn’t be Ezzy’s younger brother and & build
rubber-band balls.
Where are your sneakers, suit, & shampoo?
Do you repeat stuff? Ringtones, packages, Armani suits, & phones.
would be such a good sport, & will finally get a normal reff.
will finally be able to get his stuffed-dog on his parachute.
you made the Summer, C U in Darchei!
Rabbi Geller called for you guys.
would stop wearing that green t-shirt, & assorted beverages.
Smile, you’re Yeshivish, & you’re sick at basketball.
you’re my hero, plain & simple.

Herby got out of bed before the 3 minute whistle,

CC Herbstman Chaim- is really not a Kirby, was on the basketball
team although he didn’t score a point and was getting a water
shower from meir glicher, gave 20 minute haircuts (speed up the
work!) writes the best yearbook articles, gets hooked up by whiskey
all day and sleep in his ac room (pizza rocks)
JC Krasnow Shuey-rocking blue during color war, awesome league
captain thanks for always showing up to leagues awesome sleeper
ruckus crazy ruckus chaim you work during color war? Nahh
impossible rocking up off days with the boys getting brother izzy to
be a j. j. c. and give out ice on shabbos thanks have a great year
Gelb Yakov- Wearing brand name clothing
pitching his scary mean cut fastball and his evil change up, late..
Enjoy your year it was great we missed you at Niagara!
Gurwitz Elimelch- was helping shlep the sodas playing clarinet the g
man “the laundry is not mine” Chaim lets make a deal “my brother
nati” we look alike no? thanks have a great year
Heller Yeshaya Dovid was drinking crème soda Stewarts only was
wearing his Mets cap down with his smile doing mishnayos with rabbi schilit and for the bunk thanks a lot oh and “chaim/shuey can we
please have a catch?” nice haircut have an awesome year thanks
Hoffman Alti- was slicing everybody rocking 2 solos in the choir and Niagara and the bonfire and anywhere else we sang was making
trouble what? Trouble alty nahh A. Y. S. A. have a great year thanks great solosssssssss
Jusupov Ephraim- was sweeping the bunk and cleaning up the bunk house bro you is bein my main man, I am sefardi bucharian and I like
gala anyways enjoy have a great year
Katz Chaim- wait what’s the Yankees score find out I need to write it down I want to pitch no switching off a kirby is big round thing….
Whats the Yankees score I need to borrow your phone. thanks have a great year
Katz Dovid Yehuda- gets kohein every leining sneaks snacks for his counselor on shabbos (thanks a million) was by lineup every day got
doubles of everything somehow Passaic thanks have a great year
Mashitz Dovid Noach- was waking herby up by the 3 minute whistle and krasnow with 10 min left not a minute after or before thanks a
lot hes meshiga good very reliable especially when it comes to being in charge of bechers on shabbos go mets call me mashitz not d.n. oh
and herby/shuey can you please get me hot water thanks have a great year
Neiman Pinchos- was by every single activity shining flashlights in our eyes oh ya my brother tzvi. Rav Mattisyahu putting on your teffilin
and thanks a lot for the Zman, Yated, Hamodia & Mishpacha thanks have a great year
Nekritz Zevi- was playing hardball NOT softball its so stupid. A Kirby is a big round thing that swallows everything… my cousin Yossi
thanks have an awesome year
Rogin Chaim-scored 8 goals in hockey lost 5 pounds when he got his haircut went to Teaneck for shabbos gave out his ... to everybody “
please wait for Kiddush I have to go wash” thanks have a great year awesome solo
Rosenberg Yosef- was keeping his hair down so make sure its straight my cousin zevi my brothers aufruf marrying a Bender omg my great
grandfather ZT”L tefila cards I really wont talk thanks have a great year
Rosman Baruch- was giving out the goods and bestowing brachah upon us hey snowflake you better watch yourself 8 steals in one game I
rock hey wiskys my uncles brother I’m ripped if you didn’t know and cool by the way… thanks have an awesome year
Stefansky Aaron- is from Lakewood was in the choir for the umpteenth time jacks my cousin hello? It wasn’t me I promise… I’m going to
bnos hes making me laugh what can I do... was rocking Lakewood hock thanks have a great year
Vinitsky Aryeh Leib- hello can we get a hot plate my mother is sending kugel shloimie moshe.. im putting on my socks and sitting by my
ladder what do you want? Hes making me laugh I’m coming to the bonfire I’m scared till motzei shabbos can I leave for 2 minutes please
thanks have an awesome year hatzlacha rabbah
Presser Binyomin- was trying to sleep rabbi wolf told me... You dip... What a dip… your bunks a mess “when I had your brother..” rocked
the adult choir and had bunk aleph minus minus minus
Rand Yaakov- was davening for the amud is in regency how does presser sleep I don’t know how you deal with them
Abramczyk Yaakov- is the biggest hit to camp in the last decade new chants for him thank the darchei oilam made sure not to get soda or
kuntsler concerts it was great next door even though not co bunks and to MEIR GLICHER for being such an awesome cousin and Kiddush
member
Berman Chesky- a chutzpah about Kiddush what a schlep thanks for awesome times Cubans golfing chilling what’s in the bag gamarnu
still wont forgive you for Kirby how's your cubicle
Blech Yossi- thanks for coming by and chilling and ill forgive you for not bringing me le chocolate actually maybe not
Speegz- thanks for hooking me up whenever whatever wherever you are an awesome roommate see you in yeshiva
Joz- thanks for the herring gala challah the list goes on by the way nice blackberry great march you are RUCKUS see you in yeshiva
Roz and bruce thanks for comng as rotators and chilling with the old tv boyz it was great hope you enjoyed and I didn’t convince you into
something bad enjoy hatzlocha in darchei and t. v.
Mordy Becker-didnt say hello an entire half bc he was busy doing yearbook and rocking up his porch with Yumi, while also teaching us
new words on the banana boat…enjoy Beis Ahron KIT
Meir Dovy Glicher-wasnt cutting the chicken bc he wanted Shuey to do it so that he could make fun of him and was bouncing on the
banana boat and getting fried crisp on the pantoon…KIT
Pesach Diamond-was sleeping when Aryeh was in camp while working off his tail
during the sheva brachos, pounded Shueys Ricolas and was avis shomer in an
“eis rotzon”….it was awesome sharing a porch with you KIT
Avi Hoch-was busy arranging off days, rocking up the backseat of the ATV in many
ways while Pesach was driving, hooking up the oilam and rocking up the porch with
Shuey (first half, was awesome)….enjoy Camp Rozon!!!KIT
Chaim Koplowitz-wasn’t in camp a full summer, was busy boasting how great
Flatbush is (go Far Rockaway), and thought he could write songs just kidding ….KIT
and enjoy yeshiva
Yona Cohen-wheres fischel, my fathers on Hatzolah, do you know skinny bresh? and
had his own shabbos song (yona motzah), we missed you second half!!!

Bunk Yud
Gimmel

Bunk Yud
Daled

Yaakov Abramchyk is the biggest
rock star in camp because….

CC Abramczyk Yaakov finished Dennis the Menace with Rabbi Karfiol, is horrible at bowling, knows the stuff
behind Wendy’s Old Fashioned Hamburgers, pumped up camp, wore tan pants, loved
the smell of our bunk., and had his own cheer. You are awesome thank you so much for
the summer.
JC Glicher Meyer
“understand the words that come out of my mouth”, will stay in T.V., is always by lineup,
LOL, is the best J.C. out there, thanks for a great summer
Banash Moshe Yehuda is in NYBC, plays DS, and has his own baseball bat, and is a BW
Brown Dovid
knows how to play center in volleyball, fits into his bed, and will write the first book in
the riddles and jokes for dummies series. P.S. you’re a great magician
Canter Yitzchak
is a twin, look at Eliezer
Canter Eliezer
is a twin, look at Yitzchok
Frischman Avrumi
sleeps with a shirt on, plays sports in sneakers, says buddy, was best in davening, has the
coolest Aeropostale shades,VBO and gameboys, and tripped over a parked rock
Goldschmidt Mordechai gives haircuts, and is afraid to sleep on a bottom bed
Greenspan Yeshaya
is BIG DADDY, Rabbi Greenpants, can’t control AB, is a handshake master, and has the
wristband things
Gross Avrohom Yosef is always with the bunk, is a Boston fan, and has Hershey chocolate syrup
Itzkowitz Chaim
plays his keyboard, is always grilling, is in NYBC, and loves his counselor
Kriger Chaim Aron
is taking a shower after lights out, plays 3DS, and wins leagues
Neumann Mordechai is a rock star , has an English Australian accent, is the bunk clown, brought Carlos and
Bob along for the summer, loves soccer, sings by dinner, looks like Joba, and has the
worst cheeks in camp
Nussbaum Pinny
is up late on Friday nights, always finishes his……, and always gets the best positions in
sports
Schwartz Moshe Ezriel is always in bed on time, goes to sleep in PJ’S, and never makes noise at night
Silber Shmuli
is the Schultz from Seagate, “Good Times”, is so chush that he can’t get the chush hand
signal right, goes to sleep way to early, and is the baby of the bunk
Sochaczewsky Elly –
is sooooo weird, was in Gold’s bunk first half, is soooooooo weird, has nice shades, is
sooooooo weird, feisty, is soooooo weird, shabbos shirts with collar buttons, is soooo……

Bunk Tes Vov will stop stamping on the ground when. . .
CC Krasnow, Ari
JC Schlosser, Betzalel
Bornstein, Naftoli
Cohen, Yonatan
Cohen, Michael
Friedman, Yehuda
Gershenfeld, Shamshon
Gottesman, Yakov Tzvi
Greenberg, Dov Ber
Halberstam, Yosef
Koenigsberg, Yisrael
Lovy, Avraham
Lovy, Gavriel
Malka, Azriel Dovid
Michaeli, Dovid
Schoemann, Moishy
Schwab, Avi
Siegfried, Yehuda
Weissman, Mordechai

will never stop stamping
joins Ari in Darchei
actually called tall tall
has Ari Karsnow for a third year in a row
starts singing like his uncle
gets along with Rabbi Karfiol
takes his counselor and jc to a Giants game
plays the hamster dance
stops wearing his Yankees yamulka to davening
is called short short
the game of chess becomes illegal
looks like his brother
beats Ari in bowling
gets an Aliyah by his bar mitzvah
goes to sleep late and makes trouble
finishes listening to Betzalel story
finishes counting 260 feet
stops bothering his JC
eats chicken soup

Aryeh Brecher
Shamai Whittman
Nati
Yakov Abramchyk
Yitzy Richter
Moshe Wiederman

stops telling Rabbi Geller all his issues
gets a JC to rotate while he’s leading the grand sing
starts smiling in NIRC
stops being such a great mascot
becomes a Giants fan
gets a JC job

Bunk
Tes Vov

Bunk Tes
Zayin
If Bunk Tes Zayin would be stuck on a island for one year
__________ would bring along . . .
CC Lowenthal Yisroel
JC Koplowitz Chaim
Ansbacher Dovid
Bakst Dovid
Gaffney Yitzchok Boruch
Goldstein Pinchas
Hamada Yehuda Zev
Himy Don
Klein Avrumi
Lew Mayer
Miles Naftoli
Reichman Dovid
Schachner Reuven
Yoffe Yisroel
JS Caplan
Reuven Karman
Avi Hoch

His Rabbi Reisman collection, a mezzuza (ask bookson), a cubical
Don’t forget!! its good eyes.
his red sleeper and not a DS
A chair, sunflower seeds, pretzels etc. [see Ruvie]
his air re-freshener, Yankee cap, fly traps
the Barcelona scarf, his fathers lollypops
his gemora sukkah, tamid, nedarim, eruvin, [iy’’h by Shabbos]
Pringles, phone scams, CPR equipment
sefardi chulent, music, tefillen, “’al tehi””
his eeknay pac, pepsi max, Chaims gum, our grills
his doctors kit, jeep, our benchers
his baseball bat, his burgers , and Chaim
his top button and some pickle juice
his flies (dead, deader, deadest, expired etc.) some chocolate
chips, [see ansy] caplan, whats up??
DIET ROOT BEER, oldetyme, some matza
payday dollars his haircut machine
his coffee maker and some cup cakes
Flowerpot, Flowerpot, Flowerpot

If Niagara would stop flowing, ice wouldn’t be slippery,
and wheels wouldn’t turn than . . .
sssssuuuuurrrreeee
everything in Camp Agudah is confidential including this
will be looking for the youth corps meeting
will sleep in camp, not just for trips
will be in camp and still be the star soloist
will actually know when his counselor is engaged
will still be going home on Sunday
will be learning Mishnayos with Avi
will be taking videos, pictures for the 2011 video and will love freeze pops
will be bringing nosh for the bunk, but now including socks and teaballs
will have 10 davening cards, will still be in front by hikes, will have figured out
which league team he is on
Schwartz Moshe Yehuda will be eating his tradition soup
Smulowitz Avi
will be learning mishnayos with shalom on his well anchored shelves
Stender Simcha
will find his noise maker, rip stick, sneakers and will get into pajamas
Zolty Yechiel
will know how to cultivate and germinate avocados (ask Cheili for def.)
Jusopov Menashe
will still be eating chicken soup, and will actually be in 8th grade
Slim Brecher
will still be eating chicken soup
Tzvi Lieberman
will be making noise in the bunk and sleeping late.
CC Joselit Yosef
JC Tepper Levi
Churba Shlomo
Cohen Nesanel Zalman
Ghoori Chaim Yehuda
Halton Yosef
Hyman Daniel
Lomner Sholom
Merzel Yitzchok
Roth Isser
Samowitz Mordechai

Bunk Yud
Zayin

Bunk Yud
Ches

If ______ were to write an instruction manual it would be
called……………
CC Schoenbrun Yisroel MordeCHAI
How to order 200 pairs of glasses for under $20
JC Bienenstock Shmuel Mordechai
How to find a JC bed in the bunk in under 2 years
Botknecht Yossi
The science of MTN DEW
Cohen Yaakov Kopel
How to spell Kopel or Koppel
Eisen Moshe
How to get a new croc jibbit
Feiger Ari
How to chose food for after a fast wisely (Cajun fries)
Frank Meir
How to manage the New York Yankees
Friedman Leiby
How to be the best in bunk 2 years in a row
Kramer Menachem
How to fast 3 fasts before your Bar Mitzvah
Pearl Chananya Yisroel
How to sneak an avocado from the kitchen
Rosenbaum Dovid
How to listen to Ya’alili 50 times in a row
Schorr Dovid
Hilchos crocs during davening
Shindler Ari
(H)ello
Tuli Miles
How to be like Chai
Shmuli Silber
How to win a league game for your team
Boruch Schoenbrun
How to have your brother as a counselor
Everyone else in camp
How to get into this article
On a more serious note you guys were awesome. Have a great year!!!
Chai - 347-420-4936
Elmo – 347-374-1294

Yechiel has sooooooooooooooooo many things in his
cubicle & Binyomin sings sooooo much
because……………………..
CC Aharonof Yechiel Shimon

JC Kahan Binyomin (Ben)
Baruch Tzvi
Besser Akiva
Bloom Shimon(T)
Bloom Shimon(S)
Hexter Aryeh
Hiller Akiva (aka Chipmunk Hilly)
Lax Yochanan
Lowenthal Yehuda
Rand Aryeh (aka Popcorn Kernel)
Stroock Rafael
Wilner Yochonon
Tolchin Yitzy
Roth Shmuel
Parnes Shuey
Schiffenbauer Mendy
Oshinsky Pinchus
Ghoori Chiam Y.
Friedman Yitzchak

(Achmad aka Toro Dojo) I don’t know
what you’re talking about. I can’t find
anything in this cubicle,
box, fridge, closet, or bag………..hey!
Where’s all my stuff!(who took the nun
chucks……)
is toooooo yeshivish & will finally get
Yechiel to do his job.
will be the world’s famous juggler while
dancing on his feet.
will finally get everything to work out the way he wants it to.
will stop giggling when his teddy bears head is in the right place.
will finally keep the bed that he reserved first (& stay in it).
will work alongside his grandfather as the wake up caller.
will have 5 pairs of contacts fallout from after one sprint.
will be the best babysitter and get all the jobs of being a חזןin
all the plays going ahhhhhhhhh. ps. Enjoy the MP3, Jonathan
will remember to brush his teeth before the sun comes up and
will own the tradition soup co.
I can’t find it, someone must have stolen it. /He will finally be
able to find everything w/o someone misplacing it for him.
will the biggest library w/ the most games.
(aka Chipmunk Willy)- will finally be able to schmooze until half past 2
in the morning w/ his canteen stash.
will win the world’s greatest record for the most baskets in a game.
will be the best actor around.
will win the world record of human sound effects
will have the most talking parts in every
play & will be in charge of every George foreman.
will still be looking for the piece of glass
that’s not in his hand.
will one day be in charge of Miami (and NYB Choir) choir.
will finally know where his counselor.

Bunk Yud
Tes

As you all know this was one of the greatest summers ever! It feels as if camp has just begun. In Ruchniyus we had Fartoogs, Davening, Learning groups, Night Seder, Night Kollel, & the Grand Bechina which were
all great accomplishments
Leagues were fantastic. Some of the highlights of this Summer – beginning with Niagara, Camelbeach,
Lake Compounce. Fishkill, which by the way has not been discovered as of yet, by any other camp, it is exclusively a Camp Agudah Senior Leagues trip. All the other trips were wonderful as well. Boruch Hashem all
the trips ran smoothly, aside from the tuna fish sandwiches in Niagra, and Danishes by Camel Beach.
Tully Abramczyk gave a Shiur in Ta’anis and they were Misayem the Mesechta. There was a campfire
kumzits filled with Hisoirirus, with music by our very own Yitzi Bald, It was the greatest Summer ever. The
boys were great in learning and Middos. Keep it up throughout the year!
Kesiva Vechesima Tova,

etuu| [xá{ç jÉÄy
Senior Leagues Division Head

Bunk Chof

Why would ________ get up at
4:30 am . . .

CC Gray Sruli

to get to breakfast early

Berger Eliezer
Ghatan Zachary Asher
Goldstein Avraham
Kahn Betzalel
Lev Yaakov
Ollech Shloime
Steinberg Yehuda
Waxman Yossi
Weinberger Mendy
Weinstock Kalman

he will never get up
so he doesn’t have to participate in that bunk activity or sleeping either
because he has a BIG ISSUE with sleeping late
to change his sheets., finish his fries, and play hockey in the ranch
to make sure the bunk is up for zeman krias shma
to wake srui up for Shacharis
to chap a mishna
to pack up for Niagara, and check if R’ Neiman is coming around
to go & sit in Waxman’s seat while he’s in Niagara
to make sure phil, pete and arnoid were still sleeping

R’ Eliyahu Kaufman
R’ Feuer

to pick on someone his own size
to make sure Yaakov Lev makes the bus

Bunk Chof
Aleph

A selection of statements uttered by…
Two year break… no I am not related to teps… I’ll be on the team next year…ISRAEL… stomach
and spoon are private property…. Yes ill drive you to I Swirl/ Dougie's.… GA glasses rock… I
love Zemiros…
you are such a devoted counselor… when I was in Hamachane… did you hear the new song I
made up for Bonim? Lets read anther book… Hatzlacha in Temima…
I wish I culd stay but my Sfardi Brothers have summoned me…activities rock!
I’m a really loud guy, just my volume is on mute…
my grandfather…I’m not really tired…I was by the bungalow… got the gatoradeand towel
taken care of… Hatzlacha in Peekskill….
That Shmooz was awesome… I forgot my kovetz in the bunk…me wear a white shirt?Never!!!
where are my worms? Hatzlacha in Yeshiva….
shower after CamelbeachCheck…can I buy a cap off you… I can’t wear pink shirts because I
don’t have matching socks… lets take a video of the whole bunk again.. Thanks for your
shorts.. Hatzlacha in OT/Edison…..
AAAAAAAAAH!! C’mon get annoyed already… do you have skin to get under…the true fact of
the day is…. Thanks for the pics… Hatzlacha in Yeshiva….
how dare you have me again!! And without Erny!! Did my perek today Keep it up Mike Duce it… and
yes you can borrow a cap… see you around…
i’m staying for Shabbos.(thank you Rebitzen) …break it down…a package a day keeps the Dr.
away…Thank you Chesky (you’re welcome)…
can I get my hat and jacket?? What, I have to Daven in the Shul? You’re awesome keep it up
hatzlacha in Mir….
the broom twirling expert…I cant fall asleep, can I have youre iPod?...Showers at 2 am… my bro
went to shoprite already.. I caught another fish… Hatzlacha in YFR…
My name is SI and I Duce it!!wanna hear this crazy frog voice? I love 613 and Just Do It… black
hatitude… Hatzlacha in Bell Harbor…
I’m bombed…send regards to the boyz …check out this pic on my blackberry…9th graders are so
different… Im overworking myself this color war… thanx for the car KIT…
the decision is in waterbury…chips and dip right now…I thought of the sickest play ever… they
just want to kick me out…thanx for a year of good times… Israel wont be the same….
R Meir is the best Brisk…after CC… guess where my phone ended up…I thought you would grow
up in Israel… see you in geulah on Friday
My bunk rocks!!! Of course you can have a ride (thanx)… traffic circle…see you Wednesday in
the B”M
why me I don’t get their thinking… my dira has crazy guys…the first pick was…
doesn’t deserve a line be
cause he went on enough trips
you know you wanted to have me…there’s always next year
this is not an apology to the campers that reside on it) sorry if I was on you too much I hope you’re
moichel

CC Rosenberg Chesky

Braunstein Simcha Chesky
Fahine Shlomo
Fruchter Noach Yitzchok
Gross Meir Simcha
Herzberg Aaron
Hoffman Yosef

Mayerfeld Shimon
Rabinowitz Michael
Schechter Nechemia
Selengut Shlomo Yaakov
Teitelbaum Yisroel Nachum
Weinstein Ahron
Shlomo Tepper
Glich
Tully
Eli Fogel
Fix
My Bro Boruch
To all other 8th graders
Hill of senior hill

GUYS hatzlachah in Mesivta KIT 732-730-7550- my dira #
Chesky

Bunk Chof Bais is Geshmak because…

CC Berman Chesky
Benjamin Dovid
Filitchkin Alexander
Goldstein Yisroel Tzvi
Jacobi Michael
Kramer Daniel
Lax Shmuel
Leader Avrohom
Lerner Yechezkel
Rosenstock Yehuda
Scheff Aryeh

always gets the geshmake bunk!!
is always hanging out with Rosenstock!
has a hidden troublemaker in him! J
is always up at 4am!
is always up the 1st in the bunk!
is gonna stay for the whole Summer next year!
is really a litvack!
will always have an awesome Drosha prepared!
is a true Torah Vodaas boy!
always plays gameboy!
Never sleeps in his own bed!

Bunk Chof
Bais

Bunk Chof
Gimmel

If he can recreate himself _________

JC Fixler Shlomo Moshe
Baumann Aryeh Leib
Fink Shalom
CC Fogel Yaakov Zev
Gold Shragy
Hamburger Moshie
Jankelovits Yekusiel
Katzenstein Aaron
Krzywanowski Shmuel
Leizerowski Mordechai Aaron
Leshkowitz Yehoshua
Neumann Eli
Pearl Yaakov Zev
Salamon Yehoshua
Stefansky Moshe
Stefansky Chaim Yisroel

be Israeli while stamping….. censored, on the mike.
be a collar on a shirt.
be maintenance to get cubbies.
be in the dira.
to be able to play defense with Zevi.
become a Aidel Kenadle.
to be fat, and not know how to swim.
still spaz in the morning.
be the most immature loud person in camp.
be able to make camp follow every rule in sports.
would play hockey with a fire and a passion.
be a little angel.
never is the tallest guy on his league team.
be a twin.
be a Mishna.
still be on top of the situation

Glicher Chanoch

hit a three…get on Reb Nissins good side…get beat up…be Fix’s co counselor
again…and make the baseball team
Never be a seminary boy
be able to have enough food and air conditioning wherever he goes
go to any camp Fix goes to
go back to being the best in cc

Rosenberg Chesky
Grey Sruli
Fogel Eli
Stern Yizi

_______ would never ever. . . .
CC Stern Yitzy
Aberbach Shloime
Abramczyk Yossi
Chait Dovid
David Shimon Yehuda
Drillick Shragi
Gluck Shmuly
Gold Gershon
Goldberg Eli
Kriger Shmuli
Levitin Shmuel
Potash Eli
Salamon Moshe
Shalitzky Avrumi
Slomovics Ari
Smith Sruli
Weinberger Shimon
Wolff Eli
Rubinfeld, Shloimi

go to the pool (except on Friday).
sing the same Zemiros as the camp.
Y-A-A-K-O-V A-B-R-A-M-C-Z-Y-K!!
run out of food (or emails).
not get food in the dining room.
miss Fartugs
do something without an explanation
fight
fall asleep while people are talking
yell
argue with my reffing
let a day go by w/o complaining about a physical ailment
miss out on the hock
say “rubinfeld”
fight with Gluck
actually catch a fish
ask a bad Kasha
miss Avos
get to use his own I - pod

Bunk Chof
Daled

Bunk Chof
Hay

Thoughts inside ___________’s head

why is there always someone in my cubicle...Waterbury or South Shor…Am I awesome?
Hmm Hollister or American Eagle…wow, my counselor is so uncool…Chanoch is awesome.
Not another pair of crocs…no, not Chanoch’s team again…Hmmm should I wear my orange or blue
band today. …Chanoch is awesome.
Frischman Tzvi
my counselor never gets us food… I’ll just go to the GDR… this green fuzzy pillow is awesome…I
should’ve stayed in my 1st half bunk, this one always gets in trouble too much…Chanoch is awesome.
Gold Dovid
Where are my pants…Chanoch is such a jelly fish…why isn’t my father answering back…toothpicks…
Chanoch is awesome.
Hartman Menachem
it’s not Menach, it’s Menachem…I wish I had a shtender…Chanoch is awesome.
Hochman Sholom Menachem
do I feel faint or am I just tired…I hate this bed…Chanoch is awesome.
Kahan Zevi
I really want that last pancake…why should I run to first base if I could walk...Chanoch is awesome.
Krasnow Yitzchok
would Nicks or JJ be a better slot receiver…yeah man…I hate this song…why do I clap like that…
Chanoch is awesome.
Lang Boruch Mordechai
why do I always do cleanup…Nice, I get to come 5 minutes late to maariv…Chanoch is awesome.
Levine Chemi
why do these two little kids keep on bothering me…whoops I broke Chanoch’s watch, my bad…
Chanoch is awesome.
Manne Elchonon
what excuse should I use this time to leave the dining room…Rabbi Nieman is awesome…
Menahemov Daniel
did I just see a shooting star... where’s Vogel…Chanoch is awesome.
Nathan Yaakov Moshe
I really need someone to walk me to the dining room…I wanna go to Waterbury now…where’s my
babka…Chanoch is awesome.
Nordlicht Meir Aryeh
do I need a screwdriver or a hammer for this…nice, I could see straight into his cubicle…why is
everyone so weird…Chanoch is awesome.
C Glicher Chanoch
Censor Zevi
Davids Michael Aryeh

Perlstein Tzvi
Tepfer Shmuel
Vogel Yehudah
Shlomo
Tuli
Eli
Yitzy
Fix

Chesky B.

Chesky R.

Sruli

why do people call me Metzvi…who’s Tzvi…I’m Rufus…maybe I should really be the JC you think if I
keep the light here it will burn his pillow…Chanoch is awesome.
I cant stop thinking about that Belgian waffle from Le’ Chocolate…Chaim Breindel is an awesome
name…why do my league captains care so much…hi Aron…Chanoch is awesome.
hmmm I wonder if Chanoch will let me borrow his phone again…which way is Mizrach, I always
forget…where’s Menahemov…Chanoch is awesome.
roommates…never say never…Shabbos on the floor…very interesting text message
hock…socks in my car…text message to Chesky sicko…chips and salsa
Turn your speakers lower
We are awesome G.M.s maybe not
Shomrei Emunim poker night…I
cant even remember how many
Diras…oops there go my shorts
everybody from the 718…
Waterbury, south shore, stegs…
$200,000 for the year…sit on the
other side of the table
very interesting text message…
Tuli’s in a very weird mood
tonight…Where’s my Tefillin
interesting conversation with Jack
Taub…Mazel Tov!!!

If Eli Was General, And His Bunk Got Free Dougie’s Then
__________ Would Still Want…
CC Fogel Eli
Anteby Avrahom Shalom
Eisen Levi
Feldman Sruli
Katz Shlomo Chaim
Kohn Aron Hillel
Lalehfar Shmuel
Mark Motty
Mizrahi Elyahou
Moshe Avraham
Neiman Tzvi
Perlman Avraham Chaim
Rosenstock Shimon
Rosenthal Dovid
Weinberger Shimmie
Bunk Chof Vov
Chanoch
Tuli

Chaim

Nothing. What better life than 2 be general (just kidding), and have free food?
to win every league game, ad beat Gross’s team in every sport
to show up and play a sports activity
tom be point guard, shooting guard, etc.- anything besides for center
not to be caught by Rabbi wolf for everything at the wrong time and to find a heter to listen to
the Yankee games on Shabbos
to go on the trip, and not play hooky just to read his books
everyone to finally learn his Persian song
to see the Mets finally make the layoffs
to finally get a board for his bed
to become the world’s biggest grease ball, (yeshivish frank), & to sing Ki Hirbeisa all day. &
thanx for getting the mitt!
to stop being Schlepped out of bed so early in the morning
to have a better chant than “Perlman’s a truck”.
see 2nd half of Shlomo Chaim Katz
to eat camp’s lunches. And to have the the whole bunk go to Fartoogs.
to Really go to the lobby, for only 5 minutes.
to stay at one meal the entire time
to have me be the general, to be able to hear his own stereo. Hatzlacha Rabbah in Waterbury!!!
to go to the Mir. Tuli, you’re my closest friend possible, I’ll never forget what you did for me
and chaim. I can’t thank you enough for learning Taanis Le’Iluy Nishmas my father ZT”L.
Thank you to the whole Shiur.
wait… Eli was general so why isn’t Chaim Lt.
Gen.? Sorry chaim, maybe next year. You’re
grand sing was unreal AGAIN!
to come for both halves and be called counselor,

Fix
not rotator
Chesky R.
or your bunk to catch frogs and salmon
THANX FOR AN AWESOME SUMMER, SEE YOU IN YERUSHALAYIM!!!

Bunk Chof
Vov

Bunk Chof
Zayin

Last will and Testament
CC Stern Raphael
Amram Ephraim
Chicheportiche Reuven Meir
Daum Avromi
Eckhaus Simchie
Eisenstein Yehuda Aryeh
Flamer Pinchas Menachem
Gold Hillel
Goldstein Chaim Yisroel
Horowitz Mendy
Katzenstein Ary
Lavihayem Tzvi
Rand Yitzy
Skaist Zalman
Teitelbaum Reuven
Teller Shimon
Trop Shlomo

1122, 1598,1590
to open a barber shop
to get his own acne cream
wants to play coconut
to get his name right
to own every iPod out there
to find his volleyball
to be a baal Kriah, Chazzan, & photographer
to open a salsa factory, 3 stooges
to keep Ralph’s phone, 3 stooges
GM of the mets
to have his own BBQ every night
3 stooges
to work for apple
censored
one last load of laundry to do with his brother
to eat chicken soup

Everyone in Bunk Chof Ches was out fishing except ___________who was ____________instead
CC Chaim Aharon Gross
Arye Abramson
Yosef Berger
Dovid Bohensky
Avrohom Nechemia Brodt
Yoni Fine
Avrumi Goldszmid
Yitzi Goodman
Hillel Greisman
Yaakov Yisroel Horowitz
Aron Lowenthal
Eli Neuberger
Chananya Schorr
Yaakov Selig
Yehoshua Teitelbaum
Yehuda Vashovsky
Yanky Walzmanis lineless.
Chaim Yitzchok Wenger
Yekusiel Jankelowitz
Shmuli Lax
Asher Bittman

Betzalel Bressler
and Yossi Beinhorn
Sender Filitchkin

was still on line by the kitchen getting his bunk more food (your ‘e welcome).
was sleeping. And Schmoozing
getting the bunk food from his father (Thank You very much!!!).
practicing music on his keyboard.
was still in his pajamas.
was making sure that he did not have permission to go fishing so that he would
agree to join us.
still talking about the results from last night’s baseball/basketball game.
was cutting up the fish that we had caught the day before.
was playing football inside the bunkhouse until it started to rain (flies).
was waiting on line for a Brocho from the Rebbe. It was worth the wait!!
was learning Mishnayos, except on his birthday when he managed to pull off one
feat after another. I think I’m going to be a Yecke on my birthday from now on.
was… where is Eli? Oh Hi Eli!!!
Who is the guy? (way too quiet of a kid, there were no good lines I was able to think
of)… You were awesome, sorry I couldn’t give you Best in Bunk.
was looking for his fishing rod in the head counselors office.
was drawing up a picture of the fish that we had caught.
still serving the bunk the food that their counselor managed to get them. THANKYOU!
I give up.
Teaching the next guys how to fish. I really appreciate you teaching me how to fish,
I enjoy it and I think it will become one of my hobbies thanks in large part to you.
was fishing for chasidim in the Mikvah.
helping another guy out. Having an awesome summer.Going to keep in touch with me.
Have an amazing year at your new Yeshivah!!!
was a true Ba’al Gevurah and didn’t complain
even though he could have more than
anyoneelse. I applaud you.
Rabbi Karfiol was kind enough to provide
me with an adorable mascot each half.
IS AWESOME!!!!

Bunk Chof
Ches

Bunk
Chof Tes

When the LAPD invaded far rockaway aka:
Kensington
CC Abramczyk Naftoli

Bookson Naftali
Bruckenstein Mendy
Edelstein Mordechai Yitzchok
Friedman Shragi
Friedman Ushy
Gold Moishe
Goldwag Avraham Raphael
Greenwald Yechiel
Itzkowitz Mayer
Jacob Mordechai
Kamelhar Aryeh
Klein Meir
Magid Aryeh
Mandel Yitzi
Rubin Yisroel Leib
Schlosser Eli
Tepper Reuven
Yackov
Shlomo
Eli
Chanoch
Fix
Chesky Berman
general
Chesky Rosenberg
Chaim
Jack . JEJJEJJE
Nati
Yehudah
Bouruch Steinmetz

will still share the same name as the math teacher in yeshivas rabeinu, will be wearing
Abercrombie and Fitch every day with a beard in Brisk and have the same bunk again
next year
will be sweeping the bunk and still trying to figure out how much time he has to take a shower.
will still be unable to beat Eli Fogal in a game of basketball.
will join Goldwag in the FSBIT
Will be on his way to shteig in brisk like his brother
Will go to Ohr Shraga for a full summer
Will supply them with candy especially atomics- (I’m still waiting for the new shipment)
Will still be the head of FSBIT while playing Sudoku in the middle of…
will be the bunks official rotator, making ice coffee, and blocking tuli in a basketball game
will join his cousin on the swat team
will still be the youngest player ever on the staff baseball team and the best shortstop in the
mountains
will either be too involved in Elmo’s world or a chess game to notice
will give them directions to the bunk
will be crowned the official BIB of the world and beating up Tuli
won’t care because he spent 2 days in Camp Simcha, and spoke to Nachi and Shoshan so
everything is under control
will still be doing his jewish history homework or auditioning to get into a choir- seriously ATT:
Yerachmiel sign the kid up
will ask them if they have any turkey or if they brought Dougie's
will still be in tuli’s bunk, and his chavrusa will still be a natural, and if they’re nice they might
even get a cup of cocoa.
will be the head of FSC A together with Rabbi Nieman
will take them to the bungalow colony…thanks for a awesome summer especially first half,
couldn’t have a better neighbor
will release the beast- see you in E’Y iyh
will bring them to Rabbi Wolf, teach them to make a ha’ates on cereal and still be making the
most hock in camp
will teach them how to sing NYS!!
will make sure they saw a copy of the inwill join the taines shuir
will give them the cover to the grape juice
Will become Yeshivish in Ner J.
censored
will become their loader and go to
mechel’s to order a half pond chulent with
seltzer no bubbles

Who sleeps in the cubicle next to the pool, SHLOMO TEPPER
Who has a blackberry, and thinks that he’s cool, SHLOMO TEPPER, because…

CC Tepper Shlomo did very well in his Shoprite business this summer
Dahan Shimon Has a guaranteed job next year (yeah right), Boker Tov!!!
Davidowitz Dovid you’re making Leitzonus of me, Maoz Tzur, doodle
Goldstein Yehuda – KDP, 9191, 1st Seder??
Hamburger Yitzy – will let everyone use his Siddur, will put on a Gartel, and pound Dougie's
Hirth Yoni – “every single person in this world is a gem”, Pizza?? Nutrition bars, Ezzy Wallerstein
Kadin Chaim Tzvi thinks he’s still in my day camp bunk
Klarberg Yoni what happens Friday night stays on Friday night, will finally learn with me
Krasnow Zalman – is a people’s person, tzedaka, best bed in camp
Levihaiem Nisan – Shimon’s Rabbi, lowers my blood pressure, water and tissues from Shoprite
Levitt Paysach – I just did a sick laundry, ostrich, suspenders, I miss you man
Mandel Eliyahu – is way too loud, Chofetz Chaim, thinks he could read my face
Nusbaum Yitzchok – keeps the bunk way too clean
Rosman Eliyahu – thinks he’s stronger than me
Ruzohorsky Yisroel Chaim – will be a full time camper
Schoor Aryeh – still gonna be a camper next year, 9th graders don’t get jobs
Schron Shloimy – Shtells way too much food for the bunk, loves to golf, drinks too much Mountain Dew Voltage
Schron Yisroel – is a more geshmakeh Chaim Berliner than Ditchie
Tress Moishe – is gonna come back so skinny and so ripped next year, will have all his money in his pocket
Ungar Zevy – is the nicest guy in the bunk, always sweeps, and gets me sodas, you’re awesome!
Chesky Rosenberg – will ditch everyone’s wedding, white house
Tully Abramczyk – best cocounselor, me and Shlomo… , Hock
Chanoch Glicher – general, Waterbury, roommate,

Bunk
Lamed

Bunk
Lamed Bais

In 20 years from now. . .

CC Gross Tzvi Asher
CC Levi Yehuda
CC Rabinowitz Meir
CC Rosenstock Yeeshai
Anton Meir
Cohen D'niel Ezra
Compton Eliyahu Noach
Davidowitz Yehuda
Kamenetsky Eliyahu
Kohn Eliezer
Levi Meir
Mandelbaum Eliyahu
Mendlowitz Yisroel Meir
Phillip Dovidel
Snow Moshe

will still be showering by the Belsky’s.
will still be the “Abba” of the bunk.
will still be trying to learn, with everyone in the bunk.
will still have a teddy bear.
will still be smiling.
will still not be going on rides.
will still be eating eggs & hamburgers.
will still be the best dancer.
will still be 37.
will still be coloring.
will still be shooting half-court shots.
will still be punishing.
will be old enough to Miller Lights (beer).
will be the head-lifeguard.
will still be brushing his teeth.

Dear Staff Members,
As summer 2011 draws to a close, my heart is filled with emotion: sadness at the end of a great summer, but joy and gratitude for another wonderful season in which we shared incredible times together.
Though certain elements of camp may change somewhat from year to year, one thing remains constant: the devotion and hard work by all of you, ensuring a summer filled with much excitement and
fun for the greatest campers, of the greatest camp in the world.
You all made my “job” very easy and pleasant, and I am very appreciative for that. Of all the amazing
summers that I have been fortunate enough to spend here in Camp Agudah, this year was one of
greatest ever.
Though I do not have the space here to thank each of you by name, I would just like to take this opportunity to extend a heartfelt THANK YOU! to every single one of you, who all contributed to making
this summer so special. Though it is always difficult to say “goodbye” to Ruach Country for ten
months, the great times will live on forever in the memories we share. Camp Agudah is not simply a
two-month vacation; rather, it becomes a part of us all, a special piece of Ruach that we live with and
share forever.
Each and every one of you will forever be part of the special memories that stay with me always.
Thank you all so much again, and I hope that you look forward to re-living all the great memories
throughout the year, until summer 2012 which is just 313 days from now!
As summer 2011 takes leave of us, I am reminded of the classic Alma Mater (1993, T.T.T.O. “Joe Dimmagio’s Card)
I PICK UP MY YEARBOOK AND GLANCE THROUGH THE PAGES, FEELINGS WELL UP INTO TEARS
AGUDAH YOU’VE GIVEN ME A LIFETIME OF MEMORIES I’LL CHERISH THEM THROUGHOUT MY YEARS
LEARNING AND DAVENING, PLAYING AND SINGING, ACHDUS AND AHAVAH WERE SHOWN
WHEREVER I GO, NO MATTER YOU’LL ALWAYS BE
MY FAMILY MY FRIENDS AND MY HOME
AGUDAH FOREVER MY HOME!

And of course (1992) T.T.T.O “The Shadchan Says)
OH AGUDAH’S HOME, THE RUACH IS SO SPECIAL
MEMORIES KEEP FILLING ME WITH JOOOOOOY
FRIENDSHIPS MADE, WILL ALWAYS KEEP FOREVER
I’LL ALWAYS BE A RUACH COUNTRY BOY
With much appreciation,
Sincerely,
Shimshy Brecher

10th Graders will work, when…

JS’s

Bramson, Dovid
Moves to America
Bressler, Betzalel
will talk fewer than 10 words a second
Caplan, Tzvi Eli
messes up a haircut
Cywiak, Daniel
will take control of his little brother
Drillik, Kalmen
grows up (thanks Shragi)
Eckstein, Mendle
becomes the official Camp Aguda Ref
Ely, Yakov Chonon
actually works (instead of just talking about it)
Frankle Aaron
moves to Israel
Gluck, Yaakov
finds someone who isn’t a “sucko”
Goldshmidt, Chaim
Gets married
Heller, Zeli
Gets an over the top
Iki, Yehuda Leib
Becomes a sick puppy himself
Karmen, Ruvi
gets the key to the computer room
Knoble, Ruvi
stops lending me his phone
Lamet, Pinny
Takes over magic as Head of Day camp
Lazurus, Shlomo
gets rehired by Whiskey
Fleffle, Nechemia
Goes to the equipment shack before being called ten times
Levi, Yehuda
waits six hours
Levitan, Shalom
doesn’t steal my unbelievable onion
Liberman, Shmuli
stops being Meir’s assistant
Mendleson, Yaakov
orders a water gun instead
Moni, Moni, Moni, Moni, Monoker, Shmully Loses weight
Rabinowitz, Meir
Finds the big dipper
Rimmer, YY
Doesn’t, “Just look at it”
Rubinfeld, Shloimi
finds a cooler way to break his kneecap
Safier, Feivy
wakes up
Schermen, Shuki
Shuts off the Yankee game
Shurkin, Pinchus
actually POUNDS learning
Silberberg, Yehuda
becomes maintenance
Sittner, Chaim
finds all his lost keys
Slomovics, Ephraim
gets kicked off the
baseball team
Snow, Yehuda
goes to the pool on time
Speigle, Shimmi
will mess up on a
touchdown pass
Stienmetz, Boruch
becomes Chazan for
the whole camp
Vinitzky, Shloimi
AAAAY OH, Every single
person in this world is a
gem
Wies, Mordy
gets a pickup truck and
moves to Texas
Wiess Aaron
Depletes his endless
stock of Tabasco sauce
Zakutinsky, Kasriel
brings feisty back to camp

All Our Headings All Got censored. So we’re using the old saying,
Lifeguards are Lazy because. . .
CHIEFS:
Rabbi Pearl
RABBI Meir Green C304
Wolf (Q 113) Aharon
Seniors:

Can handle the overload of campers by himself this half.
got semicha and a job, and is afraid of water and davening early מנחה
has the highest call volume in Queens, and wants to join CBBC

Beinhorn Yossi

Sheldon took him over as pool mascot , and he’s still trying to get onto the
Fishkill trip.
BORCHardt Yisroel
wanted to get a counselor job
Devor Eli
is a פטר חמור
Flamer Shlomo
is too busy dealing with all the lifeguard students.
Gold Yehuda Leib
became an assistant learning rebbe.
Gold Yossi
doesn’t want to work and thinks that he runs the lake.
Greenspan Zvi
is Wolf’s (Q113) side kick, joined maintenance, wants a Catskills Service #.
Klein Yerucham
Didn’t go to Fishkill (2nd time)
Perlow Lipa
never brings snacks to the lake.
Pollak Shlomo B.
didn’t wanna be a rotator, wants another trip, marches to, & דרור יקרא
Speigel Zevi
doesn’t want to stay in the lifeguard room, and went to Fishkill twice
Srebro Ezriel
wanted to go to Mincha early ,and is to busy complaining that he works to
much
Teitelbaum Shmuel Ovadia joined the smids, and got Techeiles a kaffiya, and is still addicted to
hydrogen peroxide.
Zazulia Tzvi
can’t figure out what his job in camp is,
and cant get down from his bed.

Juniors:
BRECHER Yehuda A.
Frankel Aaron
Goldschmidt Chaim
Heller Zelly
Knobel Reuven
Rubin Moshe Y.
Schuck Eli
Snow Yehudah
Steinberg Binyomin

got a lifeguard job, and is busy trying to
perfect his cannonball.
is busy fixing the volleyball net and all
other maintenance by the pool.
is busy fixing the surf bikes
is too busy looking for the seat with the most sun.
got a bed by sign in.
is busy getting wet and sandy with gear while training for the seals
has his mokom kevuah next to the slide at the pool
always wears his tzitzis by the pool
wants to be like big bro wody

Others:
Amichai
Michaeli DJ
Rabbi TK
Rabbi Karfiol
Yanky Hirschel

is not; because he’s not an official Camp Agudah Lifeguard
is an office boyGez
we miss you and all your hock
thank you for censoring
became a bus driver

LG’s

From the desk of Rabbi Yisrael Majesky . . .
I guess this is it; my last time writing an article at two in the morning.
Let's take a little trip down memory lane and see how much we've done this summer: Making our own pizza, going
bowling, Neighborhood Day, Zoom Floom, ice cream truck in camp, inter- camp games, leagues, OAR, Davening contests, TheCastle ,Dovid Gabay concert, BBq's, Camel Beach, magic show, water park, color war,Fun City and Magic
Quest, Pruzansky concert, Carnival Day.
I feel like I can go on forever: Payday, grand sing, Shabbos in camp, Melava Malkas, freeze pops, Mrs. Lankry’s snacks,
swimming, sports, batting cages, ropes course, Crafty rockets, and of course learning groups. There's so much more, but
I can’t take up the whole yearbook.
I must thank a couple of people who made this summer possible:
Rav Meir Frishman: How can I thank you enough for this special opportunity? Just seeing how much you care about the
camp and each camper is a real mussar shmooze. I’ve never seen such dedication in my entire life! May you be Zoche to
continue helping Klal Yisroel, in all the ways you, do for many more years.
Rabbi Kaplan -- my partner in crime. Where would I be w/o you? Whether you’re driving a bus for us, picking up ices
from Shoprite, doing dismissal, or printing the newsletter. You were always there when I needed you. Once I told you
something; I knew it was done. You’re an amazing mechanech and great baal middos – a real example for all of us.
Thanx for really everything! (It's good you chose an easy job for shanah rishonah... I already told Shimon you’re taken
for next year.
Rabbi Yisroel Finkelman -- better late than never. We were lucky to get whatever we could out of you. Thanx for always
being wherever you had to be. I don't think I heard you say, "No," once this summer. and all with a smile.
My staff -- You guys totally just rock! From A to Z, or should I say from Mem to Mem Tes? Ever single one of you is a
superstar .The effort and kochos you put in each day is remarkable. You guys made this camp, Baruch Hashem, a success. Hope to keep in touch with all of you.
The secretaries Mrs. Rand and Mrs. Nockinofsky -- Thanx for all your patience training in the new guy. The way you
handle all the pressure with such ease, is a lesson to be learned.
Rabbi Kaufman and the "sleepaway” head staff -- For welcoming me in with open arms. I learned so much from all of
you in many ways.
To my dear campers: Wow!!! You made it all happen!
To my wife: It wasn't easy not always being able to be there. Flying in from Israel and pushing me to work and shteig.
Thanx for everything!
Rabbi Feur and all the Rebbim -- For taking care of our eternity (eternity is definitely a good thing to have)!!!!!!!
Mosey Kaplan -- always making me smile and adding so much geshmak to camp. A special thanx for the donuts and
car.
Rabbi Avi Schilit --You da man! Thanx for all the advice.
Rabbi Yitzi Bald -- All he Ruach and music. You add so much to everything.
All in all, I can't believe this summer is over. I can't wait for Summer of 2012 in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim!! Please
stay in touch!

From the desk of Rabbi Yaakov Kaplan . . .

When the summer started, I thought to myself, "how much fun could a day camp really be? I mean
its only 8 hours a day, and day campers miss out on all the great "sleep away" camp stuff, so how
much fun can day campers really have? The answer is Day Camp can be Unbelivably-Amazing!!
What a wonderful 8 weeks it was here at Camp Agudah. This summer was truly well spent. From the
sports activities to the beautiful Davening, from the "Ice Cream Truck" to the weekly contests, this
summer will remain in my mind for a long time. There were so many trips, and great activities
packed into just 2 months. What day camp goes on a trip on the first day?! What day camp has tripafter-trip-after-trip? This first year of the Day Camp couldn't have been possible with out the help of
an army of people. Starting at the top, Thank you Meir Frischman, our Director who has spent hundreds of hours working, on every single detail to make this a reality. Thank You R' Kaufman, R' Karfiol & the rest of the head staff that have guided me throughout the summer. R' Schwebel, Mrs.
Lankry, Shmuel Chaim Greenberg & crew, thank you for all those last minute outstanding meals and
snacks. R' Shimon (Rebbe) and all the hard working Maintenance "chevra" thank you for all your
help (special shout out to Shia). R' Pearl and your lifeguarding staff, have always been helpful with a
smile, it means so much to us, Thank You! The unspoken heroes "The office staff" meaning Mrs.
Rand & Mrs. Nokinofsky have done an unbelievable job, I'm not sure when either of them sleep,
they are the backbone of the camp who work without any thanks, so THANK YOU! From all of us at
the Day Camp. The wheels on the bus go round and round, but not without Chesky Richman and his
wonderful staff, Thank You Chesky! To all my counselors who went above and beyond their scope of
duty, thank you for giving the campers the best summer of their lives. Rabbi Majeski, your caring for
each and every camper will always be legendary. There are not many people who can give their all,
for a cause, you are definitely one of them. Thank you for allowing me to assist you. (Special thank
you to Mrs. Majeski for those amazing Weekly Newsletters.) A big thank you to my wife. Its not
easy putting up with late hours, and some times no hours. Thank you for putting up with my
"Mishagasim" Last but not least, thank you dear campers. You are the ones who put Ruach into
Ruach Country! Keep Running, and keep in touch.

Bunk Mem
Pickles are Green & Crunchy because . . .
CC Levi Yehudah
CC Gluck Yaakov

gets double freeze pops
gets to Minyan on time

Edelstein Tzvi
Elias Shmuel Yitzchok
Ely Mordechai
Finkelstein Boruch Eliezer
Goldschmidt Tuli

Managed to guess all the prizes on PayDay.
pushed Yehudah & Yaakov into the pool.
is . . . hey! Where’d he go?!
Is in the pool.
is the future mvp of the NPA (National Punchball Association)
goes to learning groups early.
was up fourth.
went on the trip.
knows he’s a great athlete.
won’t stop climbing trees, walls, counselors etc.
is wandering around with Mordy (see Mordechai Ely).
stayed in the Dining Room.
caught hundreds of Salamanders.

Grossman Avraham
Halberstam Avrumi
Kerper Aaron
Martin Elyakim Mayer
Meshizahav Sruli
Rabinowitz Gavriel
Schwarcz Aryeh
Sternstein Binyomin

Thank you bunk Mem, for being the best bunk ever!
KIT: Yehudah: 347.414.0952 Yaakov: 718.339. 8891

In 7,300 days, ________
CC Katz Moshe
CC Zakutinsky Kasriel

Bertram Matisyahu
Bokow Aron
Brecher Bentzi
Brodt Avrohom Chaim
Charish Michoel
Cywiak Avraham
Eisenstadt Yisroel Dovid
Friedman Zvi
Ginsburg Yehuda Leib
Kaufman Chaim
Koppel Eliyahu
Levitin Yisroel Meir
Manela Yakov
Moskowitz Simcha
Perr Asher
Tovey Bentzion Shmuel
Yarmark Yaakov

will still be the best looking counselor in day camp
will still be,DC counselor, Bus Monitor, Snack distributer,
league commissioner, trip coordinator, and will still be
answering mother’s calls
will be the sole owner of M Bertram food company.
will still be cousins with Bozo.
will still be Baltimore’s best Punchball player
will still leave ½ hour early to wait at the gate
will still be Lakewood’s best learner
will still talk about his brother
will still have the 2031 Yankees world series baseball cap
Boaz will still be cousins with Ahron
will still be the bunks calmest kid
will still be a star short stopper
will still be jumping around
will still be by his brother’s bunk
will still live in Virginia
will still be switching camps
will still be the camp Yedidos baseball player
will still be a full fledged Israeli
will still live in Camp Morris and come to Agudah

Bunk Mem
Aleph

Bunk Mem
Bais
If _____________ was on Head staff…
CC Vinitsky Shlomie
CC Weiss Aron

would not have to work this hard for a line for himself
would drive a pickup instead of a golf cart

Bergman Shuie
Braunstein Eliyahu
Green Yossi
Janklowicz Yisrolie
Nussbaum Aharon Yehuda
Turkel Yehoshuatree
Weinberger Chaim Tzvi
Weinreb Yitzchok
Weiser Yoel
Young Yisroel
Neuman Menashe
Boruch Steinmetz
R Yisroel Finkelman
R Jack Kaplan
R Magic

would practice his blackbelt skills on everyone
would switch to beinhg a camper (then back to head staffd)
would get Mordy Herman on Head Staff
would have his meals by the rock
would have unlimited hard boiled eggs
climbing would be 1st activity
everyone would have to swim in their clothes
would put his cousin back in bunk מב
everyone would have to tuck in their shirts
would line everyone up and tell them who his uncle is
would give out sports equipment on time
would win Color War
Would really be on head staff
would have to wear a white shirt
Already is

When _______ is dreaming . . .
CC Levitin Sholom
CC Steinmetz Boruch

he would stop saying that his counselor dosnt work
with Tuli about “learning”, and doing the video

Adler Yechiel
Biberfeld Yehuda
David Yechezkelabout
Fireworker Efraim
Ganger Gavriel Moshe
Hellman Yitzchok
Jacobs Tzvi
Manela Moshe Dovid
Salgo Yonah
Spiegel Yanky
Stefansky Yehuda Leib
Meir Rabinowitz
Salgo Yonah
Spiegel Yanky
Shlomie Vinitzky
Mordy Weiss

would be his counselors go 2 man
will be thinking of new ways to climb his counselors back
always being on his cousin gavriels team
taking after his older brother and coming to sleepaway
will go against his cousin and stay in Agudah
will stop pouring salt down the lutter kids
will not go to monk and stay in Agudah
would go swimming for once
thinking of excuses for where he was that activity
will start making trouble for once
will stop getting lost with his cousin
about having the best signature in camp!!!
thinking of excuses for where he was that activity
will start making trouble for once
would start preparing banana boating before the summer
about starting at center at 5ft 2and ¾ tipping the scale 237 pounds for
the new York knicks…(permission from mordy)
about new answers for why you shouldn’t go to college
about being hardest working staff member and being the most
generous and nicest person in camp(like my brother).

Pinny Lamet
Feivy Safier

Bunk Mem
Gimel

Bunk
BunkMem
Mem
Aleph
Daled

Where was ____________ when attendance was taken?
CC Lamet Pinny sleeping
CC Weiss Aron – eating black and whites and hot sauce
Bernstein Ari – getting ice coffee
Cagan Avi – on the battlefield
Giteles Shloimie – playing drums
Krasner Shua – finding his yarmulke and tzitzis
Kraus Chaim – whining to Pinny
Meshizahav Shloimy – catching 48 salamanders, 8 toads, and 9 tree frogs
Nelkenbaum Yoni – taking haircut
Scheiner Yehoshua davening
Shoob Yaakov – hanging out with the older boys from Chedvah
Weinreb Yaakov
Weiss Sholom – squeaking at Milstein
Ezzy Weinstein – getting secrets from cousins Ezzy and Yumi
Avi Gancz – blaming Pinny
It was a great summer guys, KIT see you next year in sleep away!

Bunk Mem
Hey

Bunk Mem
Vov

In twenty years from now . . .
CC Goodman Mordechai
CC Kramer Yehuda
Ackerman Hillie
Burstein Yonah
Eckstein Yossi
Gartenhaus Yechiel
Gelbfish Shmuel Yaakov
Himy Pinchos
Jakubovic Shloime
Klein Sruli
Kahn Elimelech
Levitin Pinchas
Neuhoff Reuven
Schloss Yitzchok
Tepper Ezzy
Shedrowitzky Yisroel

will still get jumped on by Shedrowitzky
will still beat everyone in the bunk at basketball.
will be on time.
will be the best server in volleyball.
will be the starting shortstop on the New York Yankees.
will still Daven the best.
will switch bunks, to have the best counselors.
will still be the coolest kid around.
will still be imitating Yonah.
will be a YoYo Champion.
will find a buddy to go swimming with.
will still win best in . . . everything.
will play every sport
will beat Motty in ping pong.
will be star shooting guard for the Nicks.
will own the canteen, and distribute everything for free.

If was stranded on an island he would ask for
CC Lankry Avraham
CC Neumann Menachem

the JETS to win the super bowl
Moshe camp to spell his name the right way

Gottesman Chaim
Gutman Shragie

a change to stay in Camp Agudah (not daycamp)
to stay in the dining room during zemiros and go get some
thing from his cousins bunk
to pich a perfect game, and to take over John Sterling for a
game
money to buy something from the canteen and play
soccer
a giants cap because its nice even though he is a patriots fan

Kaufman Meir
Kohn Eli
Parnes Meir Aryeh
Pincus Yitzi
Pinczower David
Rabinowitz Tzvi
Schiff Yitzchok Yerucham
Schuck Raphael
Sprei Moshe
Stefansky Yehoshua
Weiss Chesky
Zonenshayn Falek Avrohom

a chance to play his counselors in a hand squeezing game and
win them
get drafted by the maple leafs and jelly bean soda can and pe
ter these are cheerios
to be the most underrated kid in camp
the devils Stanley cup and be on Robby's team

Bunk Mem
Zayin

Bunk Mem
Ches

Mem Ches was the best bunk in camp bcause………
CC Tikotzky Dovid
CC Bressler Betzalel

came to every activity
didn’t speak chinese

Eder Sruli
Gabioff Mordechai
Jacobowitz Chaim
Katz Alty
Stefansky Yehoshua
Michaeli Chaim
Samet Yosef Chaim
Skaist Aron
Pinchus Yitzy
Gertz Ozer Pinchus

thought Bressler spoke Chinese
is Chesky Berman’s cousin
will win color war
played every sport
is hooked up with Jack Stef
got us lake
was our point guard
davened nicely
kept smiling
has good middos

Last night ____dreamt about. . .
CC Gewirtz Dovi
CC Lieber Dovid

He’s still sleeping.
excuse me, is there a BBQ anywhere.

Benjamin Avromi
Berkowitz Pinchus
Fruchter Avrohom Leib
Klitnick Noach Tzvi
Lax Yehoshua
Levi Meir
Mandel Moshe Yisroel
Martin Chaim Tzvi
Schuck Aryeh Leib
Smith Pinny
Spry Moishe
Tovey Eitan Yehuda
Turkel Nosson Yehuda
Zefren Mordechai
Bresher Y.A.
Goldberg Yitzchok
Katz Moshe
Milstein Dovid

MTJ.
Lachmajhi
winning the Championships
getting accepted to camp for 3rd half, a day before it started.
being a staff member, with his brother.
how should I know I wasn’t there.
the concept of bad moods (because he’s almost never in one)
winning the “flying colors” the computers snake game.
a game against someone in his family in Agudah.
his own Shtender.
mamash I don’t know, what it was, but it was Geshmack.
he didn’t he was reading
writing a book called the “Aidel Mentch”.
the 1st half, of the 2nd half.
the real Mr. Slim
his twin
Center One
keeping his face on.

Bunk Mem
Tes

Neighborhood Day ‘11

New York State
TTTO: Adon Olam (Miami)
Singing Russians Gleicher not geshmak
Did we forget that they are Pollacks
No English speaking in the lodge at all,
Send Arturo back to Mexico
Day-Camp newsletter with Majesky,
Why no walkie talkie for Shimshy?
Campers getting lost no big deal
Rabbi from Uman now a navy seal
NY State with Muttie K,
Umbrella Gross another rainy day,
Aharanoff stick to your own song
cause NYS is going strong!
Bachelor Mosey is never in camp
Yitzi Stern showing up with a cramp,
Seniors stuck in the Shul again,
Where’s havdalah with Rabbi Lichtman
Back to High!

Out of Town TTTO: Melech
Russian Polish breakout, Gleicher so geshmak Polacks not
responding to the Russian ta(w)lk Mexicans a bill, Nesivos
junior hill, havdalah not the same without Rabbi Lichtman
Head staff walkie talkies getting all the hock where’s mosey
Kaplan sleeping down the block, yallile what a flop Gabay
was way to rock, b-ball team missing every shot
(leader) G-R-O-S-S
Muttie Kohn your vest aint so fest
(leader) G-R-O-S-S
OOT umbrella gonna pass this test
(ay yay yay)
(leader) G-R-O-S-S
Aharanoff your Flatbush is a mess
(leader) G-R-O-S-S
Out of town will prove to be the best
(ay yay yay)
Welcoming the Magic, Day Camp is so great, even though
one missing, Rabbi saves the day Kaplan what a fit , newsletter is a hit, 9th grade Minyan really not legit
Back to High!

FLATBUSH
TTTO: Kol Mevaser (Shwekey)
(clap) Was that a breakout, (clap) Russians got
faked out,
Fleegel Fresser, Mexicanos, YA-LI-LI!!
(clap) A Magic day camp, (clap) look on the front
lawn,
Eifoh Feinstein, (clap) Maybe Pending!!
(clap) 9th grade no chanting, (clap) B-Ball team
cramping Nesivos came to play for Gabay, YA-LILI!! (clap) King Yitzy Stern in, (clap) and where is
Clifton, with Rabbi Lichtman, (clap) in Ruach
Chaim!!
Flatbush Crowd/ come and lets bring down the
house, YA-LI-LI/ all the way to victory,
Mutty,Gross/ take them back to Mexico, General AHARONOFF, GO-GO-GO
(clap) A ruckus entry, (clap) Gross just stop yelling,
Everyone touch the umbrella, YA-LI-LI
(clap) General Muttie,-WHAT- we can’t hear you,
You don’t have service, (clap) but you won’t need
for this!

New York State in-General
So you’re flipping through the yearbook and you come to a section called in-general. You have no idea what it is
but you decide to read it anyways. To tell you the truth after eleven years of camp I am still not sure what it is.
Usually it is a forum for the general to express Hakaros Hatov Birabim . Other times is the ramblings of a lunatic, I’ll try to keep mine somewhere in between. And one team had…..to tell you the truth I thought it would be
close, but turns out sports is worth the most. You guys killed/ crushed/ dominated/ vaporized (well maybe not)
in sports. So the win all goes down to you campers of the most pumped neighborhood in the world. The next
part is where all those staff members who were on the team get to feel important, so if you are a camper you can
skip this. By the way staff you really were important and really do deserve to be publicly praised so don’t let the
previous line get to you. The following list is in alphabetical order (except for two people) so please don’t derive
anything from it, also I apologize if your name or something you did was not mentioned I am extremely tired
right now and may not remember everything so please be Moichel me.
To my fellow generals: Yechiel & Chaim Aron. Thanks for everything, it was awesome being with you guys I’m
glad it worked out, and I apologize that only one team got to win.
Shlomo Moshe Fixler- Emotions cannot be put into words properly so I’ll just use two heartfelt ones. Thank
You! Bracha Vhastlacha!
Duvie Lowenthal- Thank you for being a friend, and an amazing JC. (The rest of this thank you has been omitted due to the sensitivity of this information).
Brecher- Thanks for giving it everything, and I apologize that the skit didn’t work out, hope to see it on stage
soon. Cywiak - 8th grade baseball is no joke, well maybe with you it was 11-0 shutout, great job by the activity
and for playing volleyball
Frischman- thanks for being on the team even though lamed beis is not involved, hopefully next time
Gifter- nice to meet you
M. glicher your Gandalf beard was WILD, thanks for your involvement and awesome acting, good job on the
volleyball sweep, and font line.
Gold- sorry about the cramps the night b4 dude, but hey you still came through in volleyball!
Greenberg- Na Na Na Na Na New York…I still think psyche is your calling but thanks anyways.
Krasnow- It was great being with you thank you for literally everything (song, acting, pump, grim reaper motorcycle entrance, volleyball tug-of-war and of course the pie) YOU GOT IT ALL!!!!! See you in yeshiva
Kraus –thanks for taking an activity and being on the team
Kresch- thanks for offering to take an activity
Lament- great job on the skit ideas, hope to see you on stage soon. P.S. intense hockey game, good job!!
Lankry- future lead actor in camp Agudah. Sorry it didn’t work out. Thanx for giving it your best!!
Leiberman- I know you found out late, but you were on New York. Hope the C.A.S. works out!
Presser-YOU ROCK, from junior baseball J to skit writing to acting, you got it all, hope to work with you again
soon. P.S. Thanks for taking a kick for the team. P.P.S. You got kicked only five times, I counted.
Shacter-sorry about the punchball game but thanks for doing it . And playing volleyball.
Scwartz - “after an intense senior league baseball game, taking the game 6-5 after the ninth, Coach Schwartz is
ready for the Majors.” This is Bob from espn radio station
Schilit- the song was amazing. Thanks for being an awesome co-bunk counselor
SHurkin+stolzenberg+weiss- thanks for being on the team.
Tussie-se hablo espaniol
Weeds –you rock, thanks for acting and pulling no punches when you kicked presser
To all the campers who were in the tug-of-war- you guys are beasts,nice sweeo
To the geshmake senior league (DARCHEI) olem- your harmony PUMPED the song. Thanks for rocking and
keep on pumping. GO DARCHEI GO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
To the most awesome LOUD pumping bunk in camp (Zevi, Avroham, Tevel, Philly 1 and Philly 2, [Moshe and
Dovid] Montreal [Kivi] Mordy Yitzchok, Captain Teps, Uri, Florida [Dovy] and Yonie)
Thanks for an awesome half and keep in touch and don’t forget Sheves Achem ……….
Sincerely General,
Muttie Kohn

Out of Town in-General
I am sitting here six weeks later (Jack Rosenberg is thrilled with me) and I still have very vivid memories of Neighborhood Day. You may be wondering… Why? Well, if you come close to me when I am wearing a light blue button down shirt and
smelled ketchup, you would no longer be wondering why. With these vivid memories still freshly enhancing my aura, I would
like to thank each and every camper that does not have the misfortune of living In-town.At least we avoided the embarrassment
of being second fiddle to In-Towner’s. The team of Out Of Town was an amazing team this year with campers from all around
the country, and all around the globe!! Each of you combined gave me the greatest time as your General. It was a privilege. I
must first thank all those that are going to be forgotten or even those who will be remembered but not for all the things that they
did. These are the contributions and contributors that go unspoken. Thank You!! I also thank Avi and A.B. (Rabbi’s Schilit and
Neiman) for the opportunity to be general of the team that I was part of as a camper and will always remain partial to. It was an
Honor. It was also an honor to go up against two true ba’aleimiddos, Motty and Yechiel. It sure was fun sharing this experience
with you guys! To the greatest head staff in the mountains I would like to extend my thanks for the opportunity to learn a new
language and to be a counselor in this great place.
Naftali“Tuli” Abramczyk-I would have to list off the whole entire Neighborhood Day schedule just to properly list everything that
you did. Thanks especially for the song!! Lamed Baiskept me reminded of it the entire summer. Hatzlocho in EretzYisroel!!
Chanoch Glicher- Chanoch, the One Reason Another New Guy Entered the Stage Partially Afterward (in the skit), Never Did Explain to me why Chaim Aharon (myself) Never Got Everyone to Yell:Oot!! Understand? Really, Nobody Asked ME!! So I never
bothered. Thanks for the song, you didn’t have to do the high part one last time but it sure was funny. SYIY.
ShlomoTepper-We were just two points away from History!! The volleyball team that you assembled looked like one of my
league teams. Too bad we couldn’t set the record, but the victory was still sweet. Also 62-15 was quite sweet. Must have been
your amazing coaching abilities!! SYIBR
Boruch Steinmetz- It is always a sign of good times to come in camp when such a young guy has his name so high on the list!!
The skit was hilarious thanks in large part to your ideas and acting. Thanks for including me! Of course you also managed to
help out with everything else, a sign of true talent not just singular abilities. Have a great year!!
Nati Gurwitz- MAZEL TOV!!!! Playing front line with you was a lot of fun. Too bad we couldn’t finish it off earlier. I was also
unaware that shut-outs exist in basketball. Nice one!! SYAYW
Shmuel Bienenstock- Thanks for the help with Tug-of-War. I enjoyed the great comeback!! Um… What exactly is 19-1? The
date? Can’t possibly be the score. What? It is the score?!? Felt pretty good. You’re what they call an Up-and-Comer. Keep it up!
Yisroel Borchardt- Winning that ToW second round was pretty nice (I never knew that pulling a rope would be so much fun).
Good job in the skit also.
Nossi Lederer- Nice to see you back for second half. I have no idea where the key is. Keep in touch!!
Yaakov Lax- The acting in the skit was hilarious. The psych was pumping.
Aharon Sussman- Thanks for the psych. It really does help.
Mordechai Becker- Thanks for getting the ball in play for us at the volleyball games. You were fantastic.
Shlomo Pollack- Thanks for putting together the camper Tug of War team. Watching them play without having a clue what the
next guy is saying was amusing. Nevertheless you did a great job finding all the guys (Practically ALL of the team).
Nati, Chanoch, Tuli, Shlomo, Mexicano (Sefami), Steinmetz, Sussman, ,- If only we could have won that seventh game we would
have gone down in history. Nevertheless the win was still great, Kudos to all of you guys.
I haven’t acluewhothe exact people for the Tug of War were, so I will just offer Thanks!!to all the guys that were involved in our
double-upset comeback victory. It was fun. KIT
D. Tikotzky, B. Steinmetz, M. Rabinowitz, A. Weiss, Y. Borchardt, A. Hoch, N. Gurwitz, M. Becker, M. Kaplan, D. Safami, S. Bienenstock, S. Tepper- Thank you so much for taking the activities. The kids had a great time.
Thank you (fill your name in here)
-The Psych was fantastic!! You guys looked like you were having a lot of fun too.
Thank you (campers fill your name in here)
- You tried your hardest in your game and you were a true winner no
matter what the final score was. Keep it Up!!!
A very big thank you to those campers and staff members involved in General Swim. Thanks for coming through with such a big
victory. You were the ones that gave us the extra boost.
To all of the campers involved in the Tug of War- You guys pulled your hardest. Come back next year (only if you can read this in
English)!!!
To my Bunk, Bunk Chof- Thanks for helping me out whatever you did. There are too many names to list them all but you guys
were sure a fun group. THANK YOU VERY MUCH!!!!!!
To all the campers that have the privilege of living where there is grass and not concrete between you and your next door
neighbor- Thanks for being part of the greatest team of all… OOT!!!! You guys were the best. You played the hardest! Sang the
loudest! Cheered the most!! Pulled your hardest!! And had a great time overall. Keep on coming back!!! Have a great year!!
At this point I ask mechila from anyone regarding anything that I may have said, inferred, insinuated or caused to be construed
as an improper remark in this article or at any point during neighborhood day or the rest of the summer. Please forgive me.
Sincerely,
General Chaim Aharon Gross

Flatbush in-General
And the Winner Was Flatbush!(at least for the lowest points)
Firstly, I would like to thank Hashem Yisborach for allowing me the privilege of being general.
What can I say? All of you guys were great! (Even those guys that feel that they didn’t do anything, yet, just by being on
the team itself added to the amazing time we all had!) I would like to apologize in advance in case I missed anyone (which I know,
by mistake, for sure will happen, so I apologize in advance.)
Before I start, I would like to give my thanks to those that helped me to come up with ideas for the presentation. To one
of my best friends, & “advisors” Naftali T. Abramczyk! (Thanks for all your help! Life in general… Camp…..neighborhood day…..etc).
Thank you Chanoch Glicher, & Chesky Berman (Everybody from the 718…..), Thanks Guys! Also, I would like to thank Shimshy
Brecher for the Flatbush get-up, & also to Yisroel Borchardt for the time, help, & advice on coming up with the last minute idea of
what was actually done for the presentation. Moreover, thank you to Shlomo Pollack, and to Shmully Beinstock for the awesome
chant: Yalai Yalai Yechiel…
First & foremost,I would like to thank all those that took activities such as: Y.Y. Rimmer, Kasriel Zakutinsky, Yaakov
Rosenberg, Menachem Neuman, Efraim Rupp, Shmuel Reichman, Mordichai Rupp, Naftali Rosenberg, Volvy Weiz, Yitzy Stern,
Simcha Z. Katz, Efraim Slomovics, &last but not least my amazing J.C. :Binyomin Kahan.
To Chaim Fogel :Man !You were awesome! The song was great and pumping! I’m not sure exactly how to thank you! All
the thinking, patience, and timing of the lines, and the aggravation you must’ve gone through when something went wrong, I thank
you for it all (may you & your family only know from Simchos, and may Hashem bentsh you and your family & all of Klal Yisroel with
the Brachos of Hagefen.)
One, Two, Three, Pull! Pull! Pull! Were the encouraging shouts of our teammates by tug-of-war! Here is where I have to
apologize as I will for sure leave someone out by mistake, yet I would still like to thank one person in particular for taking out the
time and patience to put together our amazing groups that we had for tug-of-war and that person is Mordechai Rupp (On a more
personal note thanx for being the sounding board, listening ear…etc.)
To the guys that made the skits: Chesky Berman, Aryeh Brecher, Yossi Bienhorn & Yechiel Aharonof ! You guys were all
amazing! Thanx so much for the time you took to make the skit a success!
To all you staff members, although I don’t remember exactly what each of you did for the team, you know yourself what
you did and how it helped our team.(Sometimes the people that do the most work are those that are forgotten about and rarely
thanked. Hint Hint …You guys are the greatest)Yossi Bienhorn ,Chesky Berman, Aryeh Brecher, Paysach Diamond, Chaim Fogel,
Y.M.Goldman, Naftali Green, Avrahom Gross, Binyomin Kahan, Simchah Z. Katz, Shlomo Lazarus, Sholom Ezra Levinson, Dovid
Milstien, Menachem Neumann, Reuben Ovadia, Marcos Rayek, Shmuly Riecchman, Moshe Ribowsky, YY Rimmer, Yaakov
Rosenberg, Naftali Rosenberg, Morduchai Rupp, Efraim Rupp, Yisroel M. Schoenbrun, Efraim Slomovics, Yaakov stefansky, Yitzy
Stern, Chaim Toledano, Yisroel Unger, Kasriel Zakutinsky, & Dovid Y. Michaeli THANX GUYS FOR ALL YOUR HELP!!!!
Besides the great staff that makes neighborhood day the great enjoyable day that it is, we also got the most amazing
campers, who even though they didn’t win were still an awesome group till the very end! Thanx guys for making this one of the
most amazing nieghberhood days ever HATZLOCHA RABBAH!!!
To Yitzy Bald, Abie Niemann, Naftoli Abramczyk, & Mordechai Rupp I cant fit in enough words to express my Hakoras
Hatov for all your help time and patience that you gave me thanx a million to each and every one of you!!
Last but not least is a thank you to my bunk for the awesome group that you were (& still are)!!!! Also, to my amazing J.C.
Binyamin Kahan!!!! Thank you sooo much for all your time, patience, & everything else that you do for me. Thank you!!!!
A special thank you to Y.Y. Rimmer for taking the time to type up my in-general, & also to Yaakov Rosenberg (for besides
dealing and arranging the most enjoyable off-days) & to Mordy Becker for bearing with me & for “pushing” me to finish this up.
p.s. Thank you Tzvi LIberman for all the supplies & time you gave up for me & my fan………
ooooppps! I almost forgot! Dear mutty & Chaim Aaron, it was a pleasure to work “with” you both! Have a great &
hatzlachadig year!!!!!!!
Yechiel.

OAR!!
Orange/ -

תפילהMARCH SONG TTTO: Zocharti

Struggles for business, economy so weak,
can’t continue, things have reached their peak. Plead to
Hashem, his Rachmonos arouse, he is waiting anxiously to turn it all around.
Holy Yom Kippur we’re gathered as one, worried of
what is to come. A sure way to wipe any Gezar-Din,
just lift up your voice, it’s our best ammunition.
With Teffilah we can pierce the Shomayim, each
prayer beloved and heard by him, no limit to what
you can achieve, when you Daven for someone who
is in need.
Yeshiva boys stuck in a Japanese prison, in need of
,שמים רחמיSholom Mordechai constantly on our
minds, a mass outpouring of תפילהfrom ישראל עם
Here in Agudah we’re given that chance; to say
תהליםfor the ones that can’t, in these three weeks
just use more כװנהTishah B’av will turn into a day
of Geula.

Red/ -

 תורהMARCH SONG TTTO: ????

A little boy begins with his aleph bais, wants nothing
else only to run and jump and play. His father says can
you just please learn with me Torahs our guide - our
life - היאחיים ואף
A real great Rav with many lines out the door, no time
to spare just for himself, anymore, but with each and
every עצהall day he asks himself - is this - the true
Torah way
תורת חיים
It’s our life
With which we do strive
To help ourselves and our
follow Jews חיינו הם כי
Pick up the phone learning with Steve once again, partnered with him they will become very close friends,
and Dovi smiles, his face beaming with pride. One
more Neshamah brought closer, all through the Torah’s
light
A Seder made with boy who’s not learning
great, אהבת שלום ואהבת חסדit creates.
But then he sees how much in learning he grows A
החיים סםinstilled the flame begins to show!

ORANGE Cheer Song TTTO: Zocheh
Krasnow Brecher fakeout what a joke,
Doctor Kal missing his stethoscope,
new Shabbos– Zemiros- Karfoil on the bench,
Rabbi Schwartz not acting like a Mentch!!
Rabbi Neiman next time drive the bus,
Tuna mess-up causing such a fuss,
th
9 grade leagues,- why no trades- curfew so
early,
Romimu- Put Shtultz On The Team!!
SCREAM OUT- AHA AHA- ORANGE!!
Super Fix, fly us home to VICTORY!!
Tuli-NO NO NO NO- its orange time!!
Go wear your BEK in Veretzky!!!
Shteiger Tuli needing help on stage,
9th grade is not fit for guys your age,
(SLOW)> ROCK ‘N Roll- here we go- this is
our show

RED Cheer Song TTTO: Revach (Miami)
Breakout off his feet, English didn’t speak,
not as bad as Glichers broken polish teeth.
Niagara tuna fish, senior LEAGUES we wish
Schilit’s busses no show, bring back Rabbi Licht

Are there any reds in the house!! 2-3-4
RED TEAM, RED TEAM, RED TEAM
COME ON LETS GET LOUD
ORANGE, ORANGE, ORANGE
FIX IS FLYING DOWN
TULI, TULI, TULI
GOING ALL THE WAY
OH COME ON ORANGE PUT THE SPANDEX
AWAY

Avi have no fear, Abie disappears,
totally Bald’s Zemiros, cause rabbi is not here,
Romimu we did face Rabbi on third base,
captain shows no Kavod what a huge disgrace

Are there any reds in the house?! 2-3-4
Back to High!
Fix its gonna end your brownies are no trend, why not
send one to Rabbi Elephant, rotator you should be, not
OAR with Tuli head back to the lodge, we’re turning up
the heat

Are there any reds in the house?! 2-3-4
Back to High!

Orange in-General
As I sit here taking one last good look at our neighbors from down south am wondering how we made it by
sinco point’s chamesh!!! Ani lo yedah…. Woops I got a little carried away. Anyways I meet two polish travelers and
back pack wondering if its faster t new York by train but I won’t get to the most important part..the food not…
First and for most I would like to show my appreciation to the man that works year round for camp, our director
Meir Frishman. I would like to thank the head staff for all my amazing summers, and this once a lifetime chance.
General Tulli- I meant what I said by the meal the night it ended, you set a great tone for the whole OAR I could not
ask for anyone better to go up against, thanks from the bottom of my heart, see you around in ez I am looking forward .
Chanoch Gicherwow it’s been a long years 4 diras tefas maro… almost metanya yoesf cario 25 and back to camp you’ve been a great
friend throughout and I can’t find the words necessary to thank you for those great skits and that stupendous play I
hope you find the right yeshiva (or any) hopefully we will meet Succos time.
Shlomo tepper- thanks for being ready for anything and also for your car on countless occasions, I hope to hear good
news within the year, and hope to see you Succos time.
Coach Chaim Aron Gross- it was hard being ready that second day, thanks for coaching the baseball games.
Aryeh Brecher- you and I seem to be a great team during neighborhood day, OAR, the skits worked out great , and
the play was out of this world. You’re just an awesome, spectacular person, thanks for working so hard.
Chaim Fogel- true friends are hard to come by, and your one of those. The songs, cheer and the march were both
pumping. I heard you lead the grand sing and I hope this year brings only good news. I know you will shetig in Sha’ar
Hatorah.
Muttie Kohn- I was amazed when I walked into the gym, the props come out amazing, thanks for not turning me
down, and not giving up when things got rough.
Aron Schilit- the quiet guy in the corner working so hard. I know your lines, and hard work that made the songs rock
the way they did, thanks not only for OAR but neighborhood day too, maybe soon we will have a 3-0 scream.
Mordechai Rupp, Shmuli Reichman and Binyomin Kahn- I always like ranking the little guys who work so hard it’s
the most underrated job in OAR and you guys worked as a team to take care of it. The Torah Bowl I thank you all,
from the bottom of my heart for a fantastic job
Yossi Beinhorn- I don’t know what to say except your beyond awesome, those skits worked so well thanks to you,
you were hilarious.
Yakov lax- It’s more than just the skits and plays you just seem to be were ever it was ready to get something done.
(Btw thanks for being the camera man on our hilarious play practices hyper hour).
Mordy Becker- thanks for taking the part in the play at the last second, you were great .
And a big thanks to all the prop people that worked with little time but fist I would like to show what camp Agudah
is all about this year, both teams worked together on props. So a huge thank you to Zvi Greenspan for helping out.
Big thanks to Meir Rabinowitz you were there at all times willing to help. Also thanks to, Yisroell Meir Steinberg,
Menchem Hartman, (hi) lax ash”meskim”. Gathan and Richmond, a huge shout out to Mookie Neuman for helping
with the lights and making sure you were there, Also thanks for being the scores table by games.
To all those who took activities Yossi Kresch, Yehuah Kramer, Shlomo Polock, Yisroel Borchadt, Dovid tuckosky,
aron schilit, shumli reichman, mordicha rupp, mordicha becker, chaim fogel, borach stimetz, shmuli beinstock,
binymin kohn, chaim aron gross, pinchus sherkin, s. katz, aron sussman, yakov rimmer, chaonch glicher, a.
Rosenberg, sholomo . Big thanks to eli schelssor and seyc team lead by chesky rechimond, dovid mechilie and borach
Greenberg
To mym newph in law mo berger, eli golber and zalmen “in bunk aleph” karsnow. You did your parts impeccable,
thanks so much.
To bunk yud zayin- while there was a strange half but you guys were amazing from the beginning (rotator)( to the
end (general) and in between (counselor), you guys were spectacular.
To a lot of kids on orange team, this wins for you, you guys worked hard from activities to basketball and torah ball,
you wait for next.
General Fix

Red in-General
No! It’s not 3:00 in the morning the night after oar. It’s not even first half anymore…
It’s pouring outside and were waiting for a lane so I guess it’s finally time to write this in-general (besides the fact that jack is ready to
shoot me) wow! What a great oar and even though it was two weeks ago the feelings are still here- seriously only 5 points between the
two teams, you can’t get better than that- it truly was one the greatest ever!!
First and most importantly I would like to thank Hashem for helping me make the best decision 11 years ago by choosing to come to this
and for all the good that I have receive every single day.
I owe a huge thank you to the best head staff in the mountains especially to our legendary HC rabbi kaufman. Thank you for pushing me
to take this opportunity and for every awesome moment of the last 11 summers. I also must add a huge thank you to our dear director R’
Meir Frichman, thank you for everything you do and we probly don’t even no half. Before I begin with the thank yous I must thank my
dear friend FIX for making this the best Oar ever, I treally could not of had a better opponent. The achdus that was shown was unreal
and I appreciate everything that you did in those 2 days and in the whole summer, it really was great. See you in E”Y…oh and one last
thing: NYS!!! NYS!!! And now on the greatest staff a general can ask for- I w7/ould like to ask
befor hand if anyone is left out or
doesn’t get the thank you he thinks he deserves [att: chesky berman] it is unintentiall I I appreciate the great effort in every signal one of
you. (it’s in the order of the booklet):
Yechiel Aharanoff- thanks so much for taking charge of the clean up, your acting was great and I really appreciate you willingness with
everything and any thing
Chesky Berman- thank you!! Your presents enhanced our team
Yehudah Gold- races are on…off…on…off…thanks for the effort anyways…btw you make a great tree…and thanks form all you trips the
senior hill this summer, Hatzlocha in WITZ.
Nati Guritz- thanks for being a great tree…on a more serious note, there are no words to describe how much you wanted to help, you
relly are a good friend, once I appreciate that you did, you were very supported, Hatzlocha in Ner.
Ari Kraznow- “wow” one jack of all trades, your song writing abilities are unbelievable and your acing was amazing (hope the gum tasted
good), thanks for everything especially YA!!
Jack Rosenberg-JEJEJJEJJJJEJJ…as usual you did an awesome job with the torah bowl, next year were getting instant replay, Hatzlocha in
Deal, sorry that the article took so long.
Yisroel Unger- thanks for your constant help whenever it was needed see you in weinfeld whenever you come to Flatbush
Yitzy Stern- what an unbelievable addition to the camp Agudah staff; it was great to have you on the team, thanks for taking cre of the
activities and for heading the round-robin on first minutes notice.
Yisroel Schonbrun- you were awesome in the skits and a play , thanks for all your help in general
Binyomin presser- thanks for your help with the skits…btw you were great in the cantata.
Meir glicher- I hope you understand the words that are coming out of my mouth- you retardedly good both in the skits and playes, you
are a rising star in camp, thanks for everything, enjoy TV BM
Pesach dimond- thanks for taking your activity , and for being a good neighbor in the dorm, good luck in the TV BM.
Shuey kraznow- thanks for all you help with the songs and for taking your activity.
Dovid lowenthal- the other force behind the torah bowl I really appreciate how much work you put in, next year instant replay.
Zvi Greenspan- Usually props guys never get enough credit, but seriously the play would not have been the same without you, the scenery was unreal especially with less time.
Daniel tziviak- thanks for taking care of one light and curtains, anmd for taking an activity.
Ephraim slomowitz- thanks for taking charge of psych, and for taking an activity.
I would like to thank all the staff who took activityes and helped with phych, you guyes really put in a great effort: Ari Shechter, Avi
Hoch, Nissan Safamanesh, Yaakov Ely, N. Green, P. Lamet, A. Lankry, S levenson, Y Schwartz, A Weiss, M. Weiderman, YA Brecher, Y
ickowitz, S lazaris, T Stolzenberg, D Adelman, Y goldman, p himy, E Rup, V Weiss,
Thanks to all the guys who helped with the props: mutie cohen, Yehoshua Rimmer, Eli Gurwitz, and especially the best camper in
camp….ELIYAHU MANDEL!!
Thanks for all the campers who made the play so unreal- my cousin Akiva Besser, Yochanan Lax< and especially to the two soloists who
were so great, Sruli Rubin and Alty Hoffman.
AND NOW COMES THE BIGGEST THANK YOU OF ALL TO SOMEONE WHO WAS SERIOUSLY MY RIGHT HAND MAN, WITHOUT
YOU THE SKITS WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN SO FUNNY, AND THE PLAY WOULDN’T HAVE BEEN SO GREAT. I TRULLY OWE YOU
A TREMENDOUS THANK YOU, YOU HELPED OUT WITH EVERY THING AND ANYTHING, YOU REALLY ARE A GREAT
FRIEND...THANK YOU CHESKY BERMAN!!!
I’d like to finish up this article by thanking my dear younger brothe yossi for being such an awesome lt. general , your really pumped it
up and were very supporteiv the entire time thankls for helping out with everything.
Id like to thank my dear brother
Yaakov who has become the biggest thing in camp, thanks for always pushing me to these opportunities and always helping out with
everything , thanks for being such great brothers!!
Thank you Camp Agudah for being the best Camp in the mountains.
Next year in Yerushlayim
Genarl Tuli.
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Blue in-General
It’s now almost 4:00 in the morning and I am still living that huge victory as the Blue team
managed to win their fourth Color War in a row! It all started after that interesting Port- A- Potty
scene where I stayed in a nasty, sweltering and putrid… Well, you get the point. But despite that
not-so-pumping-breakout, Color War turned out to be one of the best Color Wars that we’ve seen
in years! Now, I’m not just saying that because the BLUE team won. I’m saying it because I’ve been
hearing it constantly as people rave about the awesomeness of the past three days.
Now, comes the thanks that is really due to every single person in camp, because despite
that fact there were a few people that decided to spend the past three days sleeping, most people
managed to give all they had to make this a truly incredible experience.
First of all, I have to give a tremendous thank you to the head staff who managed to somehow once again pull off an amazingly fair Color War, where everything was executed perfectly!
Rebbi (Rabbi Kaufman), this was a true honor and thank you for giving my Ruchnious a boost
summer after summer. May you continue to carry on and be the “rock” for Camp Agudah for years
to come. Just it was a real inspiration to me, seeing how every single head staff member managed
to rip joke after joke watching Rabbi A B. keep missing the quarter.
Now, I guess it’s a good time to thank Shimshy as you showed me the ropes. Meir thanks
for all the advice, and Shloime, Mazel Tov! Having a Vort right before color War was seriously
nice!
Chanoch, thank you for this awesome experience. I’m sorry to break your 11 year winning
streak, but I hope that you enjoyed this color war as much as I did.
Lieutenant Eli Fogel. Thank you, Thank you, Thank you, for everything. You managed to
keep me going, and I really mean it when I say I couldn’t have done it with out you!
A special thank you to my family is necessary for schlepping all the way from Brooklyn and
Lake George. I hope the Grand Sing wasn’t too drawn out for you.
But starting here it’s probably easier if I switch to a lazier style:
Chaim Fogel- As I told you earlier, I really never appreciated how awesome you are. Somehow you
managed to get in all those songs and seamlessly lead a truly inspirational Grand Sing.
Aaron Shilit and Chaim Koplowits- Throughout color war I never managed to see you except during the actual songs but still you guys still helped make the songs perfect.
Aryeh Wielgus- No words can describe how much you did. Stop killing your-self, the play was tremendous, along with the speeches, skits, grammans… just tremendous.
Aryeh Brecher- Thanks for the huge effort in the skits and play. Seriously, you and Wielgus make a
sick team.
Yitsy Richter- “Dead, Dead, Dead” that was awesome. The play and the songs… Wow… incredible.
Lt. Shlomo Tepper- Thank you for psyching up the 9th grade and help pumping up Color War
Chaim Aaron Gross- It’s mind boggling how you managed to pull out that incredible march in just
one day. Thanks a million.
Tzvi Zazulia- Once again anything that was prop or costume related you were there. No asking
twice or anything, just strait up, thanks!
A.C. Thurm- Finishing the costumes before the third day?!?! Amazing. Just it’s a shame we were
forced to Daven Ashkenas.
Duvi Lowenthal- Seeing you constantly run around getting everyone to overcome the laziness was
inspiring. Thank you for keeping up your head and getting the job done.
Yaakov Rosenberg- No sleep, yet you managed to dedicate you’re time to this amazing yearbook
and still have time for the Grand Bechina. Unbelievable.

Blue in-General cont.
Shea Leshkowits- I really think its time for me to retire. That banner was breathtaking! But now you know
what that means, you’re hired!
Mutty Kohn- Despite you’re bronchitis you managed to really help once again. Thanks for the costume I
think it really worked out at the end.
Pinny Lamet- I really think that our sports victories really had a lot to do with you. Thanks for organizing
the psyche team and also thanks for the play.
Mordechai Wein- The dining room is stunning! All that effort can be easily seen and it’s really appreciated.
S.C. Greenberg- Thanks for the mural one again and also having somewhere to escape during meal times is
really appreciated.
Binyamin Presser- Thank for the awesome head staff impersonations and also thanks for helping with the
songs.
Moshe Gershon Kramer- Anything that I could possibly think of you did it first. You seriously made my life
much much easier!
As space begins to run out, I would like to wrap up by getting in as many people as I can in my current incapacitated state. Seriously, I know I’m going to leave some people out so please be Moichel me. Thanks.
First for all, the actors. Thanks. This includes Lankry (The skit was awesome), Yochanon Lax (well you deserve a special thank you for that awesome speech. The head staff particularity liked it!) , Pinter, Yehudah
Aryeh Brecher, Borchard, Nati (nice “thank G-D”), S. Krasnow and Aranoff.
Now for all the Costume guys, it was awesome. Thank You Goldschmidt, Silverberg (awesome rubber
bands), Gross, Karmen, Weiss, Unger, Brownstien, Robin, R. Tepper, Stern and Pollack and all the waiters.
Also the psyche was amazing. Thank You Ely, Brecher Karmen (again), Silverberg, Bramson, Vinitsky,
Mendolsohn and Iskowits.
As mentioned earlier, the dining room is fantastic. Thank you S. Pollack (again, thanks) L. Tepper,
A .Herbsman, M. Goodman, and finally Chaim Goldschmidt, you managed to get your in hands in everything.
A special thanks to our to spectacular soloists, Tzviki Cohen and Avi Fine. Also, A. C. Pearlman thanks for
making those copies.
For some reason, some counselors couldn’t take their activities, so thank you for anyone that subbed in.
Last but not least, Bunk .כזYou guys seriously rock as you’ve managed to run solo this past three days [Oh,
and last weak also ;-) ] and a special thank you for the bunk article and all those balloons. Have a great year
and remember to keep in touch.
Well, as I close up and as the sun begins to rise, I really think that this was a great Color War for everyone.
I hope that you all enjoyed it and I sincerely thank you!
General Ralph

Green In-Genaral
3:59 AM Wed Night: Im sitting down in front of a computer trying to write this in general but nothing is
coming to my head. Ive got a long night ahead of me
4:00 AM Wed Night: Nothing changed. I
still have no clue what im writing and im starting to get more and more tired!!!
4:12 AM Wed Night: Just conked out for 12 minutes, got woken up by some
camper by the name of Jack Rosenberg (don’t know what he’s still doing awake, weird). He’s screaming at
me to write my in general but I’m totally spacing him out which is awesome because he’s getting madder
and madder at me by the second.
4:14 AM Wed Night: Jack just went on a mountain
dew energized rant about how he’s under paid and doesn’t get the right derech eretz he deserves ( even
weirder than before due to the fact that he doesn’t really do anything, but whatever ). Oh wow! As I’m
writing this Jack has just crashed! He is out cold! Finally some peace and quiet
4:17 AM Wed Night: I
have decided that #1-Jack Rosenberg is crazy, #2-I need a shower. Badly! , #3- I’m just gonna start writing
the first words that come to my head so here it goes. We just finished one of the most exhilarating color
wars ever! Even though we came in second it was still a great time. Don’t worry about it guys we’ll get them
next time. (Tully Abramczyk, who officially came into the office to help me, has just started snoring. It’s
very hard to concentrate on this thing with that annoying sound in my ear. WAKE UP!!!!) Seriously every
camper on the green team totally rocked up this color war to a new level. You guys were awesome. (You
know what for the first words that came to my head that wasn’t that bad. Nice!). Anyways, now its time to
thank all the people that made a huge difference in this color war. If I forget anyone first of all I’m sorry, I
hope you forgive me and second of all if you really want you can come over to me and I will write you your
own personal line.
First off I would like
to thank the best head staff in the mountains and Rabbi Wolf. No other camp in the world has as exciting
and inspiring head staff members as we do. I would like to give a very special thank you to Rabbi Kaufman
for giving me this opportunity. Thank you for your devotion and inspiration that you bring to this camp.
Camp Agudah NEEDS YOU to continue being mashpia on all the future campers of this ‘Machane Kadosh.’ (One more thing, the general meetings were great but just a little too serious so if it’s possible next
time to like pump it up a little bit that would be awesome and next time can there please be better food
there. It’s not that much to ask for!) Thanks for everything and thanks for all the great summers that I’ve
had here for 12 years.
To my opponent, Ralph, I couldn’t have asked for a better person to go up against. You really
rocked up this color war and I just wanted to thank you for such a great experience. IY”H we will dance
again this year by your chasunah.
Lt. Tully Abramczyk- None of this
would’ve been possible without you. Your tireless efforts with the songs and the grand sing is what really
made this color war. Your input was really helpful and I’m sorry if I caused any politics I was being a little
too farlachatzed. Enjoy Eretz Yisroel. See you Succos! (Hopefully)
Lt. Shlomo Moshe Fixler- I know you weren’t feeling well this whole time but you still helped as much as
you could and it was all very much appreciated. From the costumes to leading into the grand sing you were
seriously awesome! Thanx alot for all you’re help. Send regards to R’ Nissen for me.
My brother, Meyer-You are seriously awesome! Thanks for all your help and
thanks for always being there when I needed you. Your acting was unbelievable. (I wonder where you
learned to act like that.) Thanks for pumping up this whole thing. It wouldn’t have been the same without
you.
Chesky Berman-Your play and skits were incredible! You
have some real talent there. You are another one of those people that really made a huge difference. It
wouldn’t have been the same if you were on the other side. I’m sorry if I drove you a little too crazy, again
I was being a little too farlachatzed. Thanks for all your help. See you in Waterbury or South Shore or
wherever you find a good business opportunity.

Green In-Genaral cont.
Chesky Rosenberg- WOW!!! UR THE MAN!!! You were all over the place! From the skits to the songs to the
plays to the sports etc. Your banner speech was absolutely ridiculous. You are seriously the person behind
all that happened. If you weren’t here everything would’ve changed. Thanks for all your tireless efforts and
thanks for always being there. See you on Succos. (Hopefully) Ari Krasnow-Mr. Impossible! You were awesome! Your help with the songs and the play were unparalleled (nice, big word).You are awesome at working out politics. I know you don’t really care about your thank you and I need some more room so I’ll stop
here. Thanks for everything. Shamai Whitman-Your songwriting skills are unbelievable. Thanks for all
your help with that and great acting in the play. Thanks for everything. Yosef Joselit- Thanks for your help
with the grand march. It was seriously unbelievable. Thanks for all your help with everything.
Chaim
Herby- Thanks for being my first cousin. You were awesome with the grand march it came out gorgeous.
Thanks for making yourself available at any time for any task. Just your presence around me is what kept
me going. Thanks for everything.
Once I’m on the subject I would like to thank all the
other people involved in the grand march- K. Friedman, Y. Snow, S. Frankel, Y. Rand, S. Reichman, and C.
Berman.
Yisroel Lowenthal- Thanks for your work with the grand bechinah. You are the reason why we won it. Binyomin
Kahn- Thanks for taking the second lead by the grand bechinah. Your efforts were truly noticeable.
And a special thank you to all the other staff members and campers who helped with the grand bechinah –
C. Sittner, D. Gewirtz, A. Schacter. B. Rosenberg, S. Levitan, S. Frankel, Y. Rand, M. Weis, P. Diamond, A.H
Kohn, C. Schor, S. Friedman and S. Rubin.
Zvi Greenspan-Thanks for your help with the props and the costumes. They looked unbelievable.
Thanks to all the other staff and campers that helped with the costumes- S.M. Fixler, Y. Gold, B. Steinmetz, Y.
Gluck, M. Eckstein, A. Weiss, D. Michaeli, Y. Levy, S. Schron, D. Gold, M. Davids, S. Friedman, E. Mandel, .
Menachemov, M. Nordlicht, Y. Krasnow, Z. Kahan.
Yehudah Gold- Thanks for all your help with the
races. Without you we would’ve lost by much more. Also thanks for the booklets and everything else.
Yaakov Abramzcyk- Awesome acting! You are truly a rising star in this camp. Thanx for
everything. You’re awesome.
Reuven Pearl- Thanks for everything. You were really unbelievable in the play. Thanks for all your help. Special
thanks to all those that acted in or helped with the play and skits- Z. Heller, A. Heinemen, Lankry, M. Widerman,
Y. Lax, Y. Beinhorn, and last but not least B. Bressler you were unbelievable.
Yitzy Stern- Thanks for all your help with the activities. I hope you had an awesome first summer here in
camp. Thank You to all the staff members who took activities. It is greatly appreciated.
Y. Teitelbaum and YY Rimmer- Thanks for the banner and the drawings they were all unbelievable. S p e c i a l
thanks to all the staff members and campers that went around and psyched up the sports. Sorry I didn’t get a list of
the names, you guys know who you are.
D. Cywiak- Thanks for your help with the lights.
You did a great job.
Chunky and Lieberman- Thanks for your help with the balloons. They really
enhanced the dining room. Thanks to everyone that helped with them.S. Filitchkin- Thanks for the pens!!! S. Vinitzky- Thanks for you know what.
Last but definitely not least I would like to thank the entire Bunk Chof Hey. You guys really rocked up this color
war I couldn’t have done it without you guys. Thanks for such a great summer. You guys really are the best bunk in
camp. Keep in touch!!!
6:45 AM Thu Morning- Wow!!!! That wasn’t that bad for the
first words that came to my head. It’s about time I finished. Jack Rosenberg has resurfaced by now and he is going
nuts again. Time to hand this in before he strangles me. Until next time,

General Chanoch

It is with great solemnity and sadness that I write this article, because a yearbook
article means that the summer is coming to a close. Many things happened this summer,
some fun and some funner. Many new people met, many old faces reacquainted, and many
friends missed. And also I met Rabbi Majeski. I have so many people to thank and am too
lazy to do so. From Meir Frischman, who I bothered more than he deserved, to Rabbi
Kaufman, whom I didn’t bother enough. From Rabbi Moti Karfiol, who told me what to do,
and listened when I explained why I didn’t do it, to Mrs. Lankry who made me a bigger
person than I was. Rabbi Wolf, Rabbi Finkleman, Abie, Eliyahu, Avi, Yitzy, Avraham
Moshe. Rabbi Pearl for always being ready with a backup night activity, and Shimon
Newmark, who did all the hard parts of my job. Whiskey, for being Whiskey, and Chesky
Richmond, for not being Whiskey. Shmuel Schechter, for being a shoulder to cry on, to
Mrs. Rand and Mrs. Not-so-tough-sky, for making me cry so much. Rabbi Feuer, for
keeping Rabbi Nusbaum from yelling at me, Rabbi Nusbaum for stopping Rabbi Feuer
from stopping you from yelling at me. To all the staff members, past, present, and future,
who hung out with a nebach, made a nebach feel good, and made sure I didn’t feel like a
nebach. Especially the counselors and campers of Bunk ____ (please fill in your bunk
here) for being my favorite bunk. If anyone is ever in Lakewood during the year and want
to come visit, please do so when I’m home. Thanks everyone for making this summer the
best one this year so far!

The Real Reason Why Camp Got
Blue T-Shirts. . .
A long time ago, it was a time when only
herring was given out at the Melave Malka’s. There
lived a man on the banks of Lake Ophelia. This man
loved Science. He spent most of his time
experimenting. It is because of him that we have some
of today’s greatest inventions: Three dollar Silicone
watches, letters on t-shirts, & the day camp. At this
time Lake Ophelia was sickly brown, and one day the
man decided to turn it into a sparkling blue. He labored
in his laboratory, for many days, until he finally came
up with a chemical solution. Now, if you have ever had
a blue t-shirt, you know that our great scientist was not
all that he was cut out to be. Instead of breathing deep
blue, his solution turned the lake into a muddy dark
green, which it still is to this very day. It is for this
reason that we all wear blue t-shirts, to demonstrate the
color of what the lake is really supposed to be. (You
may have noticed that this year the t-shirts were a bit
miss-colored). If you’re wondering what happened to
our great inventor, he turned himself into a great headstaff member, and he still terrorizes the camp until this
very day.

Top 10 Quotes Heared In Camp
1. Raboisai, Come up for air!!! (Rabbi
Wolf)
2. Good Morning, Good Morning, Good
Morning!!! (Unknown)
3. The whistle blew!!! (Rabbi Karfiol)
4. Campers, you don’t belong here!!!
(Rabbi Karfiol)
5. No Drinking Before The Trip!!! (Not
AMK)
6. Yo, Pss, Yo!!! (Whiskey)
7. Learning Torah Never Ends!!! (Ari
Feinstien)
8. 1-5, fifteen minutes remain to lineup
for Sha-cha-ris this morning!!!
(Unknown)
9. 3 minutes to lineup for Mincha!!!
(Unknown)
10. Hello Hello Hello!!! (Rabbi Jack
Kaplan)

FOGEL

FOGEL

YEHUDAH

GROSS

Ht: 5.7
Wt: 154
MPG: 3.8

Ht: 6.4
Wt: 217
PPG: 5.6

Ht: 5.11
Wt: 168
PPG: 12.3

Ht: 6.2

GRUEN

GURWITZ

Ht: 5.9
Wt: 165
MPG: 4.6

Ht: 6.1
Wt: 170
PPG: 12.5

HERBY
Ht: 6.1
Wt: 177
PPG: 12.5

Wt: 187
PPG: 12.5

CPT.
KRASNOW
HT.5.6
Wt:154

STERN
Ht: 6.0 Wt: 146
PPG: 19.6

WEIDERMAN
Ht: 6.2 Wt: 206
MPG: 2

The real reason why camp got blue tt-shirts. . .
A long time ago, it was a time when only herring was given out at the Melave Malka’s. There lived a man on the banks
of Lake Ophelia. This man loved Science. He spent most of his time experimenting. It is because of him that we have
some of today’s greatest inventions: Three dollar Silicone watches, letters on t-shirts, & the Camp Agudah Day Camp.
Lake Ophelia at that time was a sickly brown. One day the scientist decided to turn it into a sparkling blue.
He labored in his laboratory for many days, until he finally came up with a chemical solution. Now, if you
have ever had a blue t-shirt, you know that our great scientist was not all that he was cut out to be. Instead of becoming deep blue, his solution turned the lake into a muddy dark green, which it still remains to
this very day. It is for this reason that we all wear blue t-shirts, to demonstrate the color of what the lake is
really supposed to be. (You may have noticed that this year the t-shirts were a bit miss-colored). If you’re wondering
what happened to our great inventor, he turned himself into a great head-staff member, and he still terrorizes the
camp until this very day.

Unanswerable questions Campers ask
Staff members . . .
What league team am I on (on day 13)?
What’s for supper? (lunch, breakfast)
How much do you get paid?
When is your day off?
What do you do on your off-day?
When is the canteen open?
When is color war?
Can you fill my tradition soup?
What happened to the go karts?
Can I have a ride on the golf karts?
When is laundry day?
Is _____ going to be married next year?
Who are going to be the Color War General’s?
What time does the head staff go to sleep?
Where do the Pollock’s go during the year?
(On a trip after walking on the bus) where is my
Yarlmulka?
Who’s getting best in bunk??
Could we go to Shoprite?
Where is Feinstein?
Why do we have to go to sleep?
………..AND THE INGENIOUS ANSWER………..
I DON’T KNOW……REALLY, I DON’T KNOW…… HONESTLY I DON’T…..
I WILL TRY TO FIND OUT…… IM SORRY, YOU GOT ME…… IM
STUMPED…
I’M ONLY HUMAN…. IF I KNEW WOULDN’T TELL YOU?.......

Gabay Concert
Mosey (night activity director) Kaplan informed the
campers to have their bathing suits ready, to jump
into the pool for a great night swim. Then some
campers noticed the gym changing from an arena to
a Concert hall. Word of mouth spread the news
around, it would either be kablooey or a play. Mosey
told the campers that
he had been joking aout
the night swim; it
was really going to be a
kumzits with Abish
Brodt.
After Maariv the
campers
were
told to head down to the
gym, bunk by
bunk. As the entire Ruach Country stepped into the
gym (many with bathing suits, towels, and goggles)
they were shocked to find the Freilach Orchestra and
our very own Yitzi Bald playing the keyboard
alongside them.
Then suddenly the entire gym went wild,
pandemonium broke loose, the crowd was
electrified, in walked the one and only………DOVID
GABAY sporting a Camp Agudah Jersey with the
name Le’gabay on the back!!! He sang many of his
latest hits while the crowd went nuts! Was it really
Dovid Gabay here with us, or was this just a dream?!
The bleachers could have been removed from the
gym, and no one would have noticed. Every kid in
camp was jumping up and down while continuing to
keep his eyes glued on Gabay, and would only turn
his head for a second to hear the Mex-E-Co chanting
coming from the front right of the gym, so as not to
miss even a split-second of the concert. Thoughts
flashed through my mind, as I wished Rabbi K would
give us this every day.

7th Grade Niagara Falls Trip
By: Chaim Koplowitz & Dennis the Menace
Head Counselor's office, August 3 2011
Rabbi Nieman: I want to take the 7th grade on a separate trip in a couple of weeks. Do you have any
ideas were I should take them?
Avi Shillit: Why do you need to be separate from the rest of camp? The trip I organized isn’t good
enough?
Rabbi Nieman: Well, I think these 7th graders were the best that were ever in Agudah history--Rabbi Kaufman: ---Besides for the 6th grade of ’57…
Rabbi Nieman: So, I think they should go somewhere special. Where should I take them?
Rabbi Karfiol: Take them to Niagara Falls to see the falls, and then come back to camp.
Reb Elya: No Way! It’s too far away. I think you should just take them ice skating.
Rabbi Mosey Kaplan: Hmmm… maybe you should take them to Niagara, but just at night to see the
lights on the falls. I made up a night activity about it; it’s called Lights of—
Rabbi Nieman: I was thinking about doing the maid of the mist…
R’ Shimshy: Naah! Take them to cave of the winds instead.
R’ Magic: Forget the whole trip! Just give them pastrami sandwiches.
Rabbi Nieman: I was thinking about grilling hot dogs and burgers.
Rabbi Yitzy Bald: I think I should just make a kumzitz for them in camp and that will be better than a
trip.
Rabbi Nieman: No, I need something better…
Rabbi Wolf: Raboisai, I know I don’t make the decisions around here, but I think you should just drive
them to a gift shop.
AMK: Take them on the regular trip, but buy them Danishes, and we’ll sell the extras in the canteen.
Meir Papa & Shloimie Leshkowitz: Go Karts!! That’s what kids enjoy most.
Rabbi Nieman: I have too many ideas. I need the most important person in this room to decide which
trip we’ll do.
Yaakov Abramchyk: I decided we will make one major trip with all these things, and we will have the
best trip ever!
Rabbi Nieman: Thank you Yaakov, that’s what we’ll do. Okay, good night everybody.

----Everyone leaves and Lights close--Rabbi Lichtman: Hey!

It was two weeks into the first trip and something just felt different. Was something missing? Was something
coming? We couldn’t figure it out till someone put on the screen, “Who is Y.A.?” The arrival of Y.A! All of the sudden, things started picking up. Everyone was getting excited. Chants were being created by the second, and complete
ruckus was beginning to envelop the atmosphere in camp. Campers all over were hocking about “Y.A.” The Darchei
oilam was especially involved in introducing the new “Y.A.” into Camp Agudah. Then it all happened, on Tuesday afternoon, the last day of the first half, we felt the air in camp abuzz. Now we finally came to the realization that something was developing in camp. As soon as Y.A. entered camp grounds we all felt a great sense of joy and elation. The
ruckus level in camp jumped 25-50 notches. That’s forty times the average daily level!!! Crazy, unbelievable, not normal, Ruckus! Camp is no longer what it used to be, it is now the new home of Y.A. The primary focus of camp has now
been shifted towards Y.A. The second trip was just so unbelievable because of Y.A. Camp was just awesome. Y.A.
brought ruckus to camp like never before! So now my friends you might ask who is this legendary Y.A.? The answer
you’ve been waiting for is, yes, …I know you’re in a suspense…, Y.A. is the Glorious and Tantaliazing YAAKOV
ABRAMCHYK. He is the public advocate for all of us especially when it comes to not buying soda on shabbos and
Aryeh Kunstler concerts. So now people all over the world we ask that you please join us in our chant…

GET ON YOUR FEET AND MAKE SOME NOISE! WERE YAAKOV ABRAMCHYK’S BOYZ! YAAKOV ABRAMCHYK…. YAAKOV ABRAMCHYK

By: Meir Glicher

Dear Campers,
Take the Rebbe, R’ Meilech’s advice- and make every shabbos a salty one! This summer was by far the
most salty one in Camp Agudah’s illustrious history. Salt-free treats were distributed at record-breaking pace on
shabbos & after Shabbos. Treats ranged from Og Melech Haboshon size Popcorn & Soda, to SALT-FREE Ice
Cream and Mp3 Raffles! On Shabbos,
in the packed Masmidim Beis Medrash,
campers and staff members were
learning B’Hasmada as they snacked on
chips, onion rings, breakaway pops,
chocolate covered wafers Mike & Ikes’s and
more!
Rebbeim and guests who stepped into
the Beis Medrash were astounded to see so
and staff members spending their Shabbos
many campers, Mechina, Masmidim,
Afternoons Learning Torah! What a
Kiddush Hashem!
Although the official R’ Meilech
S.A.L.T. Program is an exclusive to Camp
Agudah, we can all continue unofficially
throughout the year adding flavor to our
Shabbosos with S.A.L.T.
Thanks to all our participants! It was a pleasure to answer all the great questions asked every Shabbos!
Have a Kesiva Vachasima Tovah and a great year in Yeshiva!

R’ Menachem Feifer
R’ Meilech’s Gabbai

We have all, at one time or another, poked fun at some kind of camp administration or another; and
I’m not pointing fingers. I myself have done said act numerous times. The point is that let’s try a little
experiment to see how the reader would fare at running a camp.
1. Gather a whole list of people starting at least five months prior to camp time and assure them that their
children will have unimaginable fun and enjoyment if they sign up to your camp, not that-guy-down-the
road’s-camp .
2. Secure a huge area, suitable for containing about a 1000 kids on average. I recommend 2 square miles, but
it’s your camp.
3. Argue with every resident within 3 square miles about how the noise the children will make, will or will
not interfere with their daily lives.
4. By now the average man would be left quivering in a puddle with six bottles of Advil and a tub of ice
cream, but if I know the reader, who will most probably say —“I am different from those saps!” –
therefore, I will continue.
5. The transportation, staff, Rebbi’s positions etc. will all need to be filled. This is an arduous job by its own
merit. Side effects include banging one’s head into some hard object to alleviate stress, and an urge to
throw someone off a bridge.
6. The actual facilities: the kitchens, bunks, courts, fields, pool and anything else, so your camp is one level
up from a naval training base.
7. Go through the whole summer. Be sure to evaluate for all the paperwork mix ups and other situations that
may come up.
8. If you can survive such events you can count yourself lucky. To go through that on an annual basis before
even getting to the actual summer, you are superhuman.
9. So while adjusting the IV drip of headache medicine, send out more applications for next year.
10. I believe I have made my point.
Thank You R’ Meir Frischman!
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Can You Find Your
Counselor’s & JC’s
Name???
Abramczyk
Abramczyk
Aharonof
Becker
Berman
Bienenstock
Brecher
Diamond
Fixler
Fogel
Fogel
Frankel
Glicher
Glicher
Gold
Gray
Gross
Gruen
Herbstman
Hoch
Joselit
Kahan

Koplowitz
Krasnow
Krasnow
Lankry
Lowenthal
Pearl
Rand
Reichman
Richter
Rosenberg
Rosenberg
Rupp
Schlosser
Stern
Stern
Stern
Tepper
Tepper
Ungar
Wein
Whitman
Wielgus

Why I always want to be in the lodge…….
Camp Agudah, Ruach Country, famous for its campers, famous for its Ruach, yet infamous for its
lodge. The word “Lodge” conjures in my mind a picture of dirty and stuffed facilities, cramped bunks,
and a senior league bunk on Younger Hill. Because of this, when I speak to my friends about being
in Senior Leagues, the last thing sentence in our conversation was usually “We better not be in the
lodge”. Way back in June I was all excited about going to camp, and as I was counting down the
days left to my trip to Camp Agudah, a small paper fell through the mail slot, and shattered all my
excitement.
This seemingly innocuous piece of paper was my bunk assignment card and it read
“Yisroel Nachum Teitelbaum you are in bunk #21”. Those words seemed to be written in blood. Bunk
Chof Alef. That meant that I was in the lodge. My bunk had to be the one that as my bunkmates
put it “Is not in Senior Leagues” How unfair! Even after being told of all of those positive things
which come along with being in the senior leagues, I was still upset. All of those privileges were
worthless to me if I was to be stuck in the lodge for the summer.
Well the summer is almost over, and looking back I see the number 21 in a different light. With only
12 people in our bunk we were able to play a normal sports game. We were all able to bat in the
batting cages. And much to my mother’s chagrin, I actually got a nice portion of food during meals
while sitting on a spacious bench. And yes there were only 2 working bathrooms for 4 bunks, and
yes we couldn’t make noise after 10 PM, and sometimes a staff member would mistakenly shut our
lights early because he hasn’t yet realized
we are senior leagues, but I lived without bathrooms and
making noise since the X-Factor of camp was still there….. Ruach!
By: Yisroel Nachum Teitelbaum

Camp Agudah - A Polish Perspective
We at the yearbook committee thought that it would be a good idea to get a view of camp from the eyes of our Polish
friends. After unsuccessfully trying to convince Andre to write an article ( he mentioned something about not holding a
pen since 1974), we finally coaxed him into sitting down with us for a one on one interview.
Yearbook: Hello Andre, can you please put out that cigarette? (He puts it out.) Please tell us when you first arrived in
Camp Agudah?
Andre: I come Poland 1973. I learn English good and I come Agudah.
Yearbook: And what about those shorts? Were you wearing them when you came from Poland? (He smacks me across
the face)
Andre: Shorts special me. My father wear. His father wear, now I wear (I wipe a tear from my eye)
Yearbook: Andre, as a child were you always the cleanest one in your family?
Andre: No I messiest. But I want show kids that even now they messy, they work hard they come clean.
Yearbook: Andre, how much do you get paid? (Another smack across the face)
Andre: I not here for money, I here for fun.
Yearbook: And what would that be?
Andre: I like steal bats, balls, PSP, anything I find in cubbies .
Yearbook: Andre, please tell us how inspired you get from spending a Shabbos in camp- from the Davening to the
Zemiros. (He looks puzzled)
Andre: No speak English
Yearbook: Okay, next question. Everyone in camp would like to know how old you are
Andre: it doesn’t matter how old. I look young and healthy.
Yearbook: How do you stay in shape?
Andre: I drive golf cart.
Yearbook: How is that exercise?
Andre: You think it easy to walk from cart to garbage, and garbage to cart?
Yearbook: By the way Andre, do you have a cellphone?
Andre; Yes, I have 3 I take from cubbies
Yearbook: Andre, if you have to convince someone to come to Camp Agudah, what would you tell them?
Andre: Camp Agudah the best. I steal, sleep in trailer, drive cart, drink vodka, swim in pool, and also clean.
Yearbook: Thank You Andre for your time, and I’m sure next summer the pool will be very empty.

FROM THE DESK OF CROCMAN
After spending the whole summer in the best CAMP IN THE MOUNTAINS, I decided to write all about my favorite
subject- Crocs. Crocs were invented by three men who developed Croslite and then the Croc itself Crocs are made out of a
foam-like material known as Croslite. Croslite has a very strong smell, I was told by someone who walked into the Croc
Store in Woodbury Commons that the smell of all the store’s products is enough to bowl you over. Crocs first appeared
about 5-6 years ago, and quickly gained popularity as THE slipper/shoe/sandal… They now appear in many different
forms, such as plain, fur lined, shoes, sneakers, and for all we know even high-heeled!! Crocs come in many different colors and sometimes confuse people with the
rainbow of colors that are available. In fact
there was once a counselor in Camp Agudah
who had pink Crocs and thought they were
yellow! The first time, I saw him, I said “Yossi,
pink Crocs?! He answered are you color blind
can’t you see they’re yellow!!! The Crocodile
on the Croc goes by the name of Gerald Q.
Croc. I was his roommate for a while; he
never ever bites and is one of the nicest people I ever met. The Croc company also makes
little letters and shapes that can be popped
into the ventilation holes in the Croc, called
“jibbitz.” This was a company by itself until
Croc bought it out for $10 million! My favorite
is the Crocman jibbit. Now my favorite product is……-ME! The Crocman!! I grew up in a Croc store in Manhattan until I was bought several months ago by someone
who wears fake Crocs. The horrors!!! Luckily we have become good friends, and I may soon have convinced him to buy
real Crocs so I could be together with my friend Gerald again. I can’t wait. Be warned about the dangerous enemies of
Crocs and Gerald, who wear only fake Crocs and call real Crocs a bizayon! I would like to thank Prof. Croc at the Croc Institute for assisting me with information, and for showing me the first Croc ever made. I would also like to thank Fishel
Fleegelfresser, Tzvijay, and everyone else who helped me.

THANKS FOR READING THIS & UNTIL NEXT TIME.

CROCMAN

Bike Shop
By next year. . .
Wiscontowsky Ephraim (YO PIST YO) – will count himself in the roll-call (even though he can’t get lost).
And will also know everybody’s name.
Hirschel Yanky – will make sure that all the staff members are on time for the activity, and won’t go biking
in the mud.
Abramson Aryeh – will work all four activities.
Bromson Dovid – will bring a whole stash of food to camp, & won’t go hungry.
Caplan Tzvi E. – will be a full-time barber, and won’t bike and be on his phone simultaneously…LOL!!
Ely Yaakov C. – won’t have to load all the bikes onto the bus, and will have pizza for Rimmer.
Goldberg Yitzchok D.– will become a full-time bike loader, and a maSMID.
Lazarus Shlomo - won’t dry his laundry in the bike shop.
Lederer Nussi – will still be Pesach’s brother-in-law, and will be here for a full 2nd trip
Mandel Eliyahu–will help with props, after the activity is over.
Rimmer Yaakov Y. – will have ‘’looked at it” finally, & won’t be fat.
Rosenthal Dovid– will have an official job in the bike-shop.
Stern Mo – will want to go biking, & not hiking, and will have many more pairs of wacky shoes.
Itzkowitz Yehuda L.– will find something to do

Wow! Camp Agudah has decided to go back in the time machine and has begun to operate the batting cages. With inspiration from Rabbi
Mosey Kaplan who needs to get used to hitting up the “other plate” and Rabbi Majesky who is using the cage as a bunkhouse for day camp,
Rabbi Shimon Newmark sent out his all star crew to fix up the cages. First came that most lovable and charming fellow who constantly be
found smoking on his golf cart (no, not you Shea Belsky)…. ANDRE!! He pulled out his infamous weed whacker and began swinging away at
the grass as if he was in a golf range and in competition with the “ROOV” (who by the way can hit golf balls a record 300 yards!!!).The weeds
went flying all over as a result of Andre’s great power and landed on baseball field number three. No, this is not the reason why every year we
are privileged to have a luxurious garden of sunflowers/dandelions in the right field over there. Next came Mr. Maintenance himself, Harav
Shimon Newmark to fix up the well rusted machines. He took care of all three machines as Shimon the great naturally does, but of course only
one worked, which would be fine in its own right. However that pne cage needed some testing, so we put Yossi Beinhorn in ht task of being
the natural Guinea Pig. He hiked up with his fishing rod in one hand and whistle hanging from his neck, and was promptly drilled by the first
pitch he faced. It wsa good practice for Yossi’s pantomime skit in which he received a heavy dosage of eggs and rice crispies directed at all parts
of his body. Evebtuallly the accuracy was fixed when R’ Meir sent out Friedman Construction Crew to fix it on the midst of their three weeks
project at just laying a foundation for a small gazebo. Next we had to get bats and balls, so we turned to our asst. head counselor R’ Karfiol, so
he promptly made a big trip to dollar tree where he got balls for a dollar and laughed to AMK that a baseball could be cheaper than a laffy taffy
at the canteen. They even videoed his rant in the head counselors office, but thte volume was broken so he said it live and cut out the video
halfway when he was done his revised rant. As this article is cpoming to an end I must give a shoutput to our sponsor Metro PCS, helLo hellO
helLo. The batting cages were ready to be opened, however we we still had no netting for the top of the cages to stop the pops. Despite the
height of the back wall also known as the Great Wall of Ferndale (a feature in the house that Meir built), we need this net because the balls are a
hazard and the people who magically make the grass green turn green and the sky turn blue wouldn’t be happy and might givea real $500 fine
(sorry Ken’s Kans). Eventually we got the top of the line net sewn for us by our great camp mother Mrs. Kaufman, who shockingly was not
busy shooing away campers from getting doubles of snacks. The batting cages were finally ready to be opened with two full weks left to the
summer. Camp decided not to an opening ceremony for these sacred cages because they would be forced to do a second one for the day camp
and the head staff wasn’t interested. We invited Rabbi Schwartz from the pther camp to be the first batter, but he declined after recently
quitting baseball (Ari Krasnow you ROCK!!!). Camp now had a new activity and bunk aleph was able to have something to do other than swimswim-showers-get ready for shabbos!!

The best excuses heard around
camp:
For being late to lights out:
“Guys told me there’s no curfew tonight”
”I was scared of the skunks”
” I was learning with a lifeguard”
”There was a lunar eclipse”
“What’s lights out?”
‘’I was trying to find out when color war is”
“I was working in the canteen”
“There was a long line at the staff showers”
“You never gave us a barbecue”
For missing a meal:
“I was at the canteen”
”Everyone was at the fish pond”
“We had dougies instead”
“I was guarding the guest Gadol”
“I wasn’t hungry”
“I didn’t want to hear Mosie and Magic”
“I thought they were optional”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
For not doing cleanup:
“ I don’t know how to u se a broom”
“I thought it’s the counselors job”
“The Pollack stole our broom”
“We’ll bribe the inspector”
“My parents aren’t coming into the bunk anyway”
“I don’t like our broom”
“I never make my bed at home”
“Cause staff doesn’t make theirs”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
For coming late to davening
“My counselor never woke me up”
“My father told me I can come late”
“Davening is too early”
I went to sleep too late”
“I couldn’t find my sock”
“I’m still on city time”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
For Punching Someone
“He was looking at me”
You never gave us a barbeque”
For trying to take doubles at snacks
“I’m double the size of everyone else”
“I’m hungry”
“You never gave us a barbeque”
For waking up at 3:00 in the morning to go to the
canteen
“I was hungry”
“I thought it was trip day”
“I was sleep walking”
“You never gave us a barbeque”

Top 10 Quotes Heard In Camp Agudah
1. Raboisai, Come up for air!!! (Rabbi Wolf)
2. Good Morning, Good Morning, Good Morning!!!
(Unknown)
3. The whistle blew!!! (Rabbi Karfiol)
4. Campers, you don’t belong here!!! (Rabbi Karfiol)
5. No Drinking Before The Trip!!! (Not AMK)
6. Yo, Pss, Yo!!! (Whiskey)
7. Learning Torah Never Ends!!! (Ari Feinstien)
8. 1-5, fifteen minutes remain to lineup for Sha-cha-ris
this morning!!! (Unknown)
9. 3 minutes to lineup for Mincha!!! (Unknown)
10. Hello Hello Hello!!! (Rabbi Jack Kaplan)

A Day in the Canteen
(Based on REAL,
UNTRUE facts)
The whistle blows….. R’ Kaufman says “section one dismissed…. Section two….. section three…. Section four……
day camp dismissed…. Quickly sections 1-4 and day camp
race out of all four exits (even the kitchen!). They start
running up the grass, past the shul, to the canteen. After
the mad scuffle, through the door, everybody stands
crowded by the closed windows. Finally AMK comes in
and all 91 people are yelling, “Can I work? Can I please
work?!? “ 90 people are let in, until AMK realizes that
there’s only 1 person to serve to. At that point a loud
voice is heard,” If you’re not serving, you don’t belong
here” At that point all 90 campers immediately rush to
serve the poor lonely camper who just couldn’t fit into
the serving section of the canteen. Finally some boys
from the day camp hustle and bustle into the actual canteen area “3 blue slush”! Hot Pretzel Were not taking
tickets now! Please leave the canteen serving area, a blue
PowerAde, its way too crowded in here! Any big bills?
No! we don’t serve steak, were out of hot dogs….Where’s
your canteen card? Credit card? Avraham Moshe do we
take American Express Credit Cards? No! We only take
visa, and Master Card. Where’s the cash? I gave it to him!
Oh! Finally after all 450 customers are served; AMK leans
on the counter and says to the workers, “Ah! What a
quiet day!”

By S. Krasnow

Wow! Camp Agudah has decided to go back in the time machine and has begun to operate the batting cages. With inspiration from
Rabbi Mosey Kaplan who needs to get used to hitting up the “other plate” and Rabbi Majesky who is using the cage as a bunkhouse for day
camp, Rabbi Shimon Newmark sent out his all star crew to fix up the cages.
First came that most lovable and charming fellow who constantly be found smoking on his golf cart (no, not you Shea Belsky)….
ANDRE!! He pulled out his infamous weed whacker and began swinging away at the grass as if he was in a golf range and in competition with
the “ROOV” (who by the way can hit golf balls a record 300 yards!!!).The weeds went flying all over as a result of Andre’s great power and
landed on baseball field number three. No, this is not the reason why we are privileged to have a luxurious garden of sunflowers/dandelions in
the right field over there.
Next came Mr. Maintenance himself, Harav Shimon Newmark to fix up the well-rusted machines. He took care of all three machines
as Shimon the Great naturally does, but of course only one worked, which would be fine in its own right. However, that one cage needed some
testing, so we put Yossi Beinhorn in the task of being the natural Guinea Pig. He hiked up with his fishing rod in one hand and whistle hanging
from his neck, and was promptly drilled by the first pitch he faced. It was good practice for Yossi’s pantomime skit in which he received a heavy
dosage of eggs and rice crispies directed at all parts of his body.
Eventually, the accuracy was fixed when R’ Meir sent out Friedman Construction Crew to fix it on the midst of their three weeks
project at just laying a foundation for a small gazebo. Next we had to get bats and balls, so we turned to our asst. head counselor R’ Karfiol,
who promptly made a big trip to Dollar Tree where he got balls for a dollar and joked to AMK that a baseball could be cheaper than a Laffy Taffy
at the canteen. They even videoed his rant in the head counselors office, but the volume was broken so he said it live and cut out the video
halfway when he was done his revised rant.
As this article is coming to an end, I must give a shout-out to our sponsor Metro PCS, helLo hellO helLo. The batting cages were
ready to be opened; however, we still had no netting for the top of the cages to stop the pops. Despite the height of the back
wall
also known as the Great Wall of Ferndale (a feature in the house that Meir built), we need this net because the balls are a
hazard and the people who magically make the grass green turn green and the sky turn blue wouldn’t
be happy and might give a real $500 fine (sorry Ken’s Kans). Eventually we got the top of the line net
sewn for us by our great camp mother Mrs. Kaufman, who shockingly was not busy shooing away
campers from getting doubles of snacks.
The batting cages were finally ready to be opened with two full weeks left to the summer.
Camp decided not to an opening ceremony for these sacred cages because they would be forced to do a
second one for the day camp and the head staff wasn’t interested. We invited Rabbi Schwartz from the other
camp to be the first batter, but he declined after recently quitting baseball (Ari Krasnow you ROCK!!!). Camp
now had a new activity and bunk aleph was able to have something to do other than swim-swim-showers-get
ready for shabbos!!

A letter to my bunk….
Dear bunk, thank you for being
the cause of many headaches and sleepless nights
“The bunk” always ready, always prepared
to make problems for me never willing
to do anything I say without a doubt
you people are the most rude, obnoxious and selfish ever.
I have never seen a group that is like you
With the hatred to one another and your huge egos
In Midos, in Achdus, in Bain Adam Lchaveiro, in anything important
you guys stank in every one of them. It is
surely a reflection of the homes that you were brought up in
You behaved like a bunch of animals, like a group of cavemen,
and I am sure your parents are the same
I am not sure in having any further contact with you. Don’t
send me letters or try to call me on the phone.
I am just not interested in you at all. I never liked you although
I tried my best in every way possible
to hide my hatred and disgust. Don’t think
I appreciate all that you have done for me, every sacrifice on your part
I don’t! And I never ever will. Good bye and good riddance,
and my J.C. feels the same.
For ever your enemies,
Your counselor and your J.C.
Shocked?!? Re-read the letter, but this time every other line!

Congratulations to those campers who have
successfully completed the requirements of the
American Red Cross waterfront lifeguarding course.

Trip 1

Trip 2

Shimmy Dahan
Avi David
Mordichai Edelstein
Yekusiel Jankelowitz
Yoni Klarberg
Zalman Krasnow
Paysach Levitt
Avraham Chaim Perlman
Dovid Rosenthal
Shloimy Schron
Reuven Tepper
Zevy Unger

Yosef Berger
Reuven Chicheportiche
Pinchas Flamer
Yitzy Goodman
Yitzi Hamberger
Eliyahu Mandel
Eli Neuberger
Cananya Schorr
Naftali Skaist
Yehoshua Teitelbaum
Yehudah Vashovsky
Shimmie Weinberger
Yitzchok Wenger

The “real facts” of the Ice Machine
By: Jack Stefansky
There it sits silently in a dark corner of camp, keeping its precious content clean and fresh. Every few minutes an
exhausted camper or staff member replenishes his strength and quenches his thirst with a few pieces of Ruach
Country’s most exclusive asset. Visitors to our camp, many a time find themselves asking us to show it to them,
following which they are brought to that discreet corner of camp. The coolest place in camp: “The Ice Machine” It
was not long ago when the only cold drinks in camp were sold either in the soda machine or in the canteen. Now
we can cool off any drink whenever we would like to. Some of us even drink ice coffee. Who in camp is not
addicted to this “great tasting” and crunchy “delicacy”? We are the only camp privileged to have this asset. The
biggest oneg Shabbos in camp is the pitcher of ice on each table. At any time of the day or night one can hear the
ice machine humming its song. If you are lucky you may even hear a loud sploosh! As it replenishes itself with
those sparkling diamonds of frozen water. Who has not been touched by this great wonder? Every one of us in
camp has been refreshed by the ice over the summer and we would like to take this opportunity to thank Shlomo
Tepper and all of his hard working assistants who tirelessly spearheaded this most difficult task. Most of you don’t
even realize how difficult it is to count every piece of Ice in the ice machine, measure of every cube (including
the round ones) and then split the ice equally into pitchers. Shlomo claimed that he took the number of campers
and camper size of every individual bunk into consideration as well; however when Kal (a.k.a. Dr. Rabbi Mr.
Kalikstein ESQ) did a count this method was proven otherwise. We would like to also take this opportunity in
thanking all of the members of the Secret Service Ice Department (SSID) for doing a fabulous job in making sure
that not a single ice cube was lost in all of the chaos, during the ice distribution process. Shlomo mentioned to
me that there are still a couple of positions available for next summer in the Ice Machine Department (IMD) If you
or someone that you know would like to apply for a position, please fill out an application form which will be
given out by Shlomo Tepper (Please note that a background check as well as a $25 application fee may be
charged)

Do You Remember….
Fleegel Fresser… Mexicans… Pies In Face… Neighborhood Day… Yalili… Stamp On The Ground… 96-59 vs Munk…
Payday… Shloime Leshkowitz & Meir Papa… Magic… Day Camp…Father & Son Breakfast… Office Door Buzzer…
SHIMSHY BRECHER… New Computer… Spandex… Yitzi Stern… R’ Kaufman Not Here For Shabbos… 9th Graders…
Letters on T-Shirts… Nnamdi… 2-1 vs Romimu… ‘Generals’ Aryeh & Ari… 22 Bunks… Senior Leagues Lockout... 19
Point Blown Lead… Yeh-hu-dah…Silicone Watches… No Rain 1st Half… Hay Biene… Dovid Gabay… Y.A…. Cover Of
The Grape Juice… Aleph Bais Vais Song… Freilich Orchestra… Kold Kuts… No Drinking Before The Trip… Rabbi Lichtman… Tuna Sandwiches In Niagra… NO BUNTING… Capture The Counselor… Chush… Starting Lineups… Fix On The
Mike… 9th Grade Counselor Tuli… Fishkill… Broken Shul Window… Shmaya… Mexicano Kumzits… Friday Night
Tisch… Friday Afternoon Football… The Hangout by Head Counselors Office… Shots Ice Cream… I’m Sending You an
S.M.S… Chanoch’s Moustache… Amazing Amram… Super Fix…Staff Punchball Game…Melava Malka… Rabbi Trenk…
Visiting Day game 73-49 Agudah…the Beast…Lots Of Rain 2nd half… Mud Sliding…Camelbeach…Scranton…Head
Staff Radios …

Census
By: Zvi Greenspan and Aharon Z. Wolf (Q113)

1) What happened to the Mexican campers?
a. Rabbi Dabba left them in Wal-Mart.
b. Immigration took them back
c. Still lost in Woodbury Commons
d. Stuck in the infirmary
2) What is Shimshi’s job in camp?
a. In charge of the 10th grade campers.
b. In charge of leagues.
c. Shoprite bus and bonfires.
d. ?????????????????????????????
3) What happened to Kizzy?
a. Jack Stef sold him to Dagim
b. He finally “settled down “ in a different camp
c. He is trying to win color war somewhere else.
d. Still lost in Chernobyl
4) Why does the staff want to be day campers?
a. Trip every night
b. To get custom Camp Agudah day camp bags
c. Shachris at 8:15
d. Every Sunday a day off
5) Why is there no Shoprite bus every Thursday night?
a. AMK wanted more business
b. Wiskey took the Mexicans on another overnight
c. Kizzelniks aren’t in camp this year
d. Gas prices went up
6) Why did so many kids buy the Agudah T-shirt this year?
a. To support Rabbi Schilit
b. Name tags
c. There might be a new logo on the t-shirt next year
d. They want to win color war on the blue team

Census cont.
7) Why did the head staff get walkie-talkies?
a. Because of camps no cell phone policy
b. they didn’t want to be left out of the hock
c. they started their own division on Hatzolah
d. to communicate from one side of the head counselors office to the other side
8) Why is being a lifeguard the best job in camp?
a. Rabbi Pearl
b. Pretzels
c. Rain days
d. The assistant head
e. T-Shirts
9) Why did the office get such tight security?
a. It took over the gates.
b. To keep maintenance busy.
c. Give the office boy another toy button
d. To give Meir some peace and Quiet
10) Where does the extra food from the trips go?
a. CA’s canteen
b. The counselors pockets
c. Under the campers pillows
d. Served on visiting day
11) Why isn’t Harav Yaakov Kaplan part of the maintenance crew anymore?
a. Day Camp pays more
b. Shonah Rishonah
c. Shimon fired him
d. He ran away with Tzvi Neiman
12) What’s the highest paying job in camp?
a. waiters
b. bus monitors
c. pollaks
d. JS’s
13) What would happen if Andrei wouldn’t be in camp
a. The garbage wouldn’t be picked up
b. The Pollack’s wouldn’t get golf cart rides
c. We would miss the old Agudah cap
d. Camp’s Ruach will be gone
e. Camp would be a smoke free environment

Census cont.
14) Why is the basketball Team so good this year?
a. They’re playing minor league teams
b. Rabbi Schillit is the coach
c. There’s a good cheerleading team this year
d. Yitzy Stern came to play
e. Herby’s off the bench
15) Why do you have to sign into the pool?
a. To show off the new bands
b. To give jobs to 2 more people
c. What, you have to sign in?
d. To keep lifeguards busy
16) Why is this question left blank?
a. It got censored
b. Oh! Sorry, it’s a computer error
c. We had to leave room for day camp
d. The editors fell asleep
e. The time limit on the computer ran out
17) Why did camp get porta potties?
a. Water was to expensive
b. Maintance was too busy to fix the toilets
c. To have a real camp experience
d. Breakout
18) Why is there a Mikvah in the lake?
a. So everyone should use the pool
b. To keep the lake lifeguards busy
c. To give the Pollack’s another thing to clean
d. To make it easier to catch frogs
19) What happened to silly bands?
a. Yehuda Gold started a new trend
b. Kizzy “Ate Em Up”
c. They are hiding in Meir’s fish pond
d. AMK got sold out
20) Who wakes everyone up in the morning?
a. Crafty’s Cannon
b. Rabbi Kaufman’s famous revelry
c. Rabbi Feuer’s announcement “Learning Groups Are Now Over”
d. Abie Neiman’s 3 minute warning whistle

The Mexicans !! (the jewish ones)
Ring Ring…… Hello it’s Rabbi Maimon Elbaz, I’m calling because Camp Agudah is a great camp and …. (he makes sure to stick in about his
Torah Shows) also the camp is getting 24 mexicans and you speak Spanish (he asks about a torah show in Spanish) so would you like to join? I’m
thinking about the Mexican workers, so I’m not sure. Don’t worry he tells me they are great kids and I’ll learn with them (and he will show them a
few shows). I’m thinking what would I learn with them the bible? NO! they are nice sweet and well behaved Jewish boys that only need someone
who speaks their languge. Oh that sounds easy sure I’ll do it.
Easy??? Well ahem! Looking back… uummmm, he was right, they were Jewish. What should I say, the truth. They had a great time every minute
they were here (even at night, sorry Rabbi Kaufman). They were so well accepted by the whole camp that they truly felt at home, to the point that
they borrowed refrigerators, fans, nails, sports equipment and stuff etc. from their neighbors in bunk ) ט"וthanks, I hope everything was returned).
Sports and leagues were great especially volleyball. Shabbos was so exciting and the zemiros with the ruach was felt by all the boys thanks to the
great Rabbi Yitzy Bald (they love the free cd’s you gave them, Yitz you’re a Tzadik). Davening in shul was a challenge but thanks to the Ahava and
patience from Rabbi Karfiol we managed. They loved the trips that Rabbi Avi Schilit put together (don’t worry if the buses came late the boys were
still not ready). Wiskey and Rabbi Hirschel the kids loved the biking and hiking with you they didn’t stop talking about it. The canteen didn’t make
that much money from them but shop right did, nonstop shopping. Mrs. Lankry how can we thank you for all the special treats you made for us, it
made Shabbat so special like home.
All in all it was great (even if they made a little trouble) I really miss them. But all of these great times is due to RABBI FRISCHMAN, thank you
very much we couldn’t have done it without you. On a personal note I (and my family) had a great, fun filled, and “RUACH” uplifting summer.
Thanks to EVERYONE. Have a great year hope to be back with more mexicanos in Yerushalaim Amen!

It is with great pride that we pen (really type, but pen is more proper
according to R’ Yanky Hershel) this letter to all members of Ruach Country. Biking with Whiskey (don’t get thirsty, the person not sour mash)
is one of the campers highlights of the summer, standing alongside events such as R’ Kaufman’s Shabbos-after-meal Drashos, and Mrs.
Kaufman’s singles only snack time. Not only does it get the campers into a little adventure mood and give them a great time. It also gives them
the chance to get some very much wanted payback on their counselor by pouring the nearly full ice cooler on him. It all begins when the
campers arrive in the bike shop by twos, threes, fours and any other random amounts you can think of. As these campers have
millennia of biking experience they begin to examine each and every
bike to see which is the best one. Like good humans they all ask for
one of the bikes from Whiskey’s personal selection. Upon receiving the negative answer they emit sounds the likes of which have never before
been heard on planet earth (similar to Shimshi’s YIOOOOOOOOOISH
and TZADIKEL!). To make a long story much shorter than it really is,
these boys don’t have any real opinion in the selection of their bikes
because Yanky just takes any bikes and loads them on to the buses.
YO GET OUT OF THE SHOP YOU DON’T BELONG HERE
yells the head of the coalition himself, Whiskey. The terrified campers shrink to half their size before scurrying out’a the shop like mice from a
cat. Okay guys get in a line so I can count you in, ANY ONE NOT IN THE LINE WILL NOT GO BIKING whiskey yells again. After he
counts, recounts, and does it again Yanky adds in the staff members and we are ready to roll. We get on the bus while the members of the coalition scramble to fill their Camelbaks®. We pull out of camp and start heading down ye road. Then comes the (eh hem) most official reading
of the rules by either the one and only Mo Stern or hailing from Scranton, PA: Tvi Eli Caplan, and last but not least from Detroit, MI
Yitzchok Dov Goldberg. As they get to the part of the rules called cross shifting the campers put on faces as if they have no idea what
this is. When in truth this is really very simple, it means don't stretch the chain by putting the gear setting at either one on the left and three on
the right or seven on the left and one on the right.
When we get to Walnut Mtn. Park a member of cobs unloads the bikes off the bus. Of course being that Whiskey lets Rimmer, Ely or Abrahamson take one of his own bikes, when they get unloaded all the campers ask for them. Whiskey yells at them to get off and Yanky calmly
tells them that those are special for staff. As we ride towards the trail the campers all say, “Oh this is so easy," poor us have to explain to them
that they’ll be singin’ a different tune when we get to the big hill. Their are always some stragglers which the tail person has to remain behind
but it always works out in the end. Upon our arrival at the big hill all the campers become Navy Seals and say, “Yea we can do it, its so easy,”
about thirty seconds up the main hill they all get off their bikes and walk to the top. There is a great view at the top so we take a three and a
half minute brake (Yanky tells us it was three minutes and thirty nine seconds) but anyway stop wasting my time. The rest of the ride is generally uneventful except for all the events that occur (kids flipping, bikes braking (never the kids fault) and other random stops by Yanky or
Whiskey). Of course at the downhill its B-O-F: BOTH hands on the brakes and feet on the pedals if you pull just the front brake you'll flip if
you only pull the back you skid. When we get back to the bus everyone lays down their bikes on the left side and gently puts their helmets
on the floor. While the cobs load up the bikes the campers take drinks from the water cooler. When all the campers are done taking their
drinks, they, as the Minhag goes must now pour the remainder of the cooler on the counselor.
The way this is done:
1. The campers stealthily move in on the target (while grunting under the heavy weight of the ice cooler),
2. The unsuspecting counselor chills out while lying on the grass,
3. These well trained campers know their job very well as they rush up behind the counselor’s back and overturn the cooler on the very
surprised head of the bunk.
No one should forget those counselors who were to chicken to have this done, among them Shmuly Reichmann and others. When we get
back to camp the COBS once again unload the bikes and politely ask the campers to put away their helmets. We then have to check all the
bikes and fix those that the campers broke. Another wonderful day of bikes with the most
Wonderful campers on earth, those from RUACH COUNTRY!!!
We should always pay tribute to those Cobs members who have literally fallen off their bikes in action: Tzvi Eli Caplan, Yitzchok Dov
Golberg and Yaakov Y. Rimmer.

